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SUMMARY 
A method is developed by which the class of kinetics experiments, 
known as modulated neutron experiments, may be analyzed by means of the 
well-developed algorithms commonly used for obtaining static flux dis-
tributions. Currently these experiments are analyzed by modal methods, 
in which the response of a system to a disturbance is resolved in terms 
of flux eigenfunctions, or by nodal methods, in which the system is 
treated as a number of intercoupled regions, or by a series expansion of 
the Laplace transformed neutron balance equations. The method described 
herein and referred to as the complex source model is perfectly general 
for computing the effects of source perturbations, and, since it does 
not require the truncation of a series, it is limited in accuracy only 
by the statics model chosen and by the numerical techniques used to ob-
tain a solution. It also has the possible advantage of being extended 
to multidimensional, heterogeneous systems with linear feedback for 
which either eigenfunctions or coupling coefficients are not available. 
The method is developed in terms of the one-dimensional (cylindri-
cal), two-group, telegrapher's equations. These equations are then ap-
plied to the analysis of three types of modulated neutron experiments. 
These are: 
1. Pile oscillator experiments in the NORA, and Georgia Tech 
Research Reactors. 
2. Wave propagation in graphite and heavy water. 
3. Noise measurements in the Georgia Tech Research Reactor. 
X 
Comparison of the calculations with experimental data obtained at the 
Institutt for Atomenergi, Kjeller, Norway, the University of Florida, and 
at the Georgia Institute of Technology shows excellent agreement and lends 
support to the validity of the model., 
Derivation of the equations proceeds in the following manner: the 
starting point can be considered the telegrapher's equation representing 
the time and space dependence of the neutron flux. The equation includes 
source terms representing the contributions of the prompt, -delayed, and 
externally supplied neutrons. The external source is the input to the 
system. It is now assumed that each of the time dependent quantities can 
be resolved into the sum of a steady component dependent upon position only 
and a fluctuating component dependent upon position and time. On substi-
tution into the original equation it is found that the equation is satis-
fied by the fluctuating parts alone, (if the mean flux is not steady, 
e.g., if the reactor is on a period, a similar decomposition can still be 
made.) Since any disturbance to the system can be Fourier analyzed into 
its frequency components, we can transform the time dependent equation into 
a frequency dependent equation by representing each of the fluctuating 
components (flux, source, etc.) by a complex amplitude dependent upon posi-
tion times exp (ioyt). This substitution yields a complex equation depend-
ent on position and frequency but independent of time. A complete solu-
tion now consists of finding, for each frequency, the complex amplitude of 
the flux response. 
To find these solutions, the complex equations are separated into 
their real and imaginary components yielding coupled, inhomogeneous differ-
ential equations (two for each energy group) which have real coefficients. 
XI 
These coefficients are combinations of the usual macroscopic cross sections 
with the frequency and neutron velocity. On examining the form of the equa-
tions it is seen that each of the "frequency dependent cross sections" fits 
exactly into the slots reserved for the macroscopic cross sections in sta-
tics codes, e.g., CRAM and EXTERMINATOR. Thus we might expect that, with 
proper interpretation, statics codes may be used to solve dynamics problems. 
At this point the question of convergence of the iterative methods 
used in the codes becomes important. In the normal statics problem the 
iteration matrix is nonnegative and convergence to the correct answer is 
assured. However in the complex source problem the frequency dependent 
cross sections are of both signs and the iteration matrix is no longer non-
negative. No theorems are known which guarantee convergence of this type 
problem. In order to determine whether or not solutions to the mathemati-
cal model existed and if they were representative of the physics involved, 
a computer program was written to solve.the two-group telegrapher's equa-
tions in one dimension. The methods used to find the solution are non-
iterative, that is, Choleski inversion of the coefficient matrix or the 
method of conjugate gradients. Both techniques are found to give identi-
cal results and also agree with the physical problem. Subsequently it was 
shown that both CRAM and EXTERMINATOR reproduce the results although the 
rate of convergence is slow. The majority of the calculations in this the-
sis are done with the Choleski method,. 
Application of the model to the various modulated neutron experiments 
requires a slightly different interpretation for each experiment. The pile 
oscillator case is the easiest to visualize. Here the external source term 
is made to represent the varying absorption of the oscillator and is placed 
xii 
in the spatial regions and energy groups in which the oscillator operates. 
Small changes in the absorption are assumed. The complex amplitude of the 
flux now represents the time varying response a detector would have if it 
were placed at each location within the reactor. Calculated response ampli-
tudes and phase shifts are compared with experimental data for the NORA 
reactor and the GTRR taken over a wide range of frequencies. 
The wave experiment is similar to the pile oscillator except that the 
source is now truly an extraneous source and is usually located at the bound-
ary of a system. The complex flux represents the amplitude and phase of a 
wave propagating through the system. A dispersion law for the medium may 
be defined which relates the real and imaginary parts of the complex ampli-
tude as a function of frequency. This dispersion law is calculated and com-
pared with theory and experiment for both graphite and heavy water. 
Noise experiments are somewhat more complicated. The source in this 
case is a statistical variation in the reaction rates of various neutron 
processes such as absorption, fission, or leakage and is distributed through-
out the reactor. Since these sources are in general independent and thus 
have a random phase relationship, it is necessary to sum the square magni-
tude of the response due to each source taken separately. When the summa-
tion is properly made the results may be presented in terms of the noise 
power spectral density from a single detector or as cross power spectra 
and transfer functions between two detectors. These three quantities are 
calculated for the GTRR and the results are plotted for selected locations 
in the reactor. In addition a proposed experiment to measure these quan-
tities is discussed in detail. 
The conclusions of the author are that the work discussed demon-
xiii 
strates the validity of the complex source method. However work remains 
to be done in improving the convergence rate of the codes and in verifying 
the noise calculations experimentally. Extension of the method to multi-
dimensional systems and to higher order transport approximations is straight-
forward and should be of great value in the study of thermalization kernels 
and effects at the interface between two media. It should also be pointed 
out that the inclusion of linear feedback equations in the model is possible 
and thus the stability of large power reactors may be studied. Finally it 
can be seen from this application that the reactor statics codes in use 
today are of sufficient flexibility to be considered an algorithm for the 
solution of general sets of differential equations. This means that the 





The field of reactor dynamics is based on the excitation of the 
neutron field in some manner and observing the subsequent variations of 
the field throughout the reactor. By observing the input-output rela-
tionship, one extracts information about the system which can be compared 
to theoretical models. The classic approach has been to study the re-
actor's response with the zero-power point-reactor kinetics model. In 
recent years however, it has become evident that with the advent of 
large power reactors, a space-time analysis would be necessary. This 
chapter will review briefly the status of space-time analysis and touch 
lightly on some of the experiments that are being performed today. The 
final section is a description of the thesis problem which is to develop 
a simple method for the analysis of modulated neutron experiments which 
may be routinely used by the nuclear engineer to study spatial effects 
in realistic systems and which may be readily extended to include linear 
feedback effects. 
Review of Space-Time Analysis 
The status of space-time analysis has recently been reviewed by 
Kerlin (l). Four basic techniques are in use. The simplest is known as 
the adiabatic method (2), or the instantaneous-tilt method (3)« This ap-
proximation assumes that a reactor in changing from a steady-state condi-
tion A to steady-state condition B does so instantaneously. Kerlin states, 
2 
The procedure for the adiabatic method is as follows: 
1. Solve the stationary spatial problem for various combinations 
of system parameters expected to change during the transient. 
2. Express the spatial distributions as a function of reactor 
conditions. 
3. Develop feedback equations to give the reactor parameters for 
the new flux conditions. 
h. Solve the point kinetics equations with feedback determined 
by 2 and 3» 
This method has been tried (̂ ,5) with considerable improvement over the 
point reactor modal, but with less accuracy than the synthesis method 
discussed below. 
Nodal analysis treats the reactor by dividing it into sections or 
nodes. Each node is treated as a point and the space independent equa-
tions are written at each node. The points are interconnected by allowing 
neutron diffusion, heat, or mass transfer from node to node. In principle 
the inclusion of nonlinear feedback is a straightforward extention of the 
zero power problem. However, in practical problems such a large amount of 
computer time is required that the existing codes (6,7) are limited to one 
dimension. 
Modal analysis is currently the most popular theoretical technique, 
probably because it allows the analyst to use some very elegant mathema-
tics. The starting point of the various modal methods is usually the 
same. A general linear operator A(E, r^t) is defined which is dependent 
on energy, position, and time and includes not only the neutron distribu-
tion but also feedback effects. This operator relates the neutron field 
f(E, r, t) and an arbitrary source term f(E, r^t) by the equation 
At = f . (1) 
& 
3 
The procedure is then to a.ssume the solution vector f is a linear combi-
nation of space functions <t> . and time coefficients C. 
J J 
N 
#(E,r*,t) = Y C (t) • . (E,r>) . (2) 
*-' J J 
j=l 
Equation 2 is substituted into 1 and a solution for C.(t) is obtained. 
This type of analysis is particularly suited to neutron waves or noise 
and has been discussed in great detail by Moore (15, l6,17)• 
Once the form of <t> , has been chosen, the difficulties lie in ac-
«J 
tually calculating the values of 0. and C. for a given case and in decid-
cJ cJ 
ing how many modes are necessary for a good solution. Depending on the 
space function chosen, the technique is given different names. Among 
these are Helmholtz modes (8), omega modes (9,10,11), lambda modes (9, 
12) or Green's function modes (13)• With the exception of the Green's 
function modes, these methods are restricted to simple geometries for 
which orthogonal eigenfunctions may be determined. For anything other 
than simple cases the amount of computer time required becomes very large. 
One approach which avoids orthogonal eigenfunctions is the flux 
synthesis method (l4). The idea here is that the reactor behavior during 
a transient can be expressed as a linear combination of the initial solu-
tion, the asymptotic solution, and possible intermediate solutions. These 
solutions are multiplied by weighting coefficients which have the advantage 
of being easily obtained and fitted to each particular problem. Another 
method (k2) is to expand the Laplace transformed neutron balance equa-
tions in a Taylor series of the transform variable. For practical appli-
k 
cation this technique suffers the disadvantage of terminating the series 
after relatively few terms. 
Kerlin's conclusions of space-time analysis are quoted below. 
It is clear that space-time dynamics theory has been actively 
studied in recent years and that significant progress is being made. 
However, it is also clear that sufficient experience has not been 
achieved with practical problems to permit a judgment of the rela-
tive merits of the various methods. Most space-time work has con-
sidered only one space dimension and no feedback. The necessary 
extensions to the two- and three-dimensional cases and the inclusion 
of feedback both linear and nonlinear, are the next steps as the 
need expands; the knowledge of space-time effects increases; and com-
puters get larger and larger. 
Review of Modulated Neutron Experiments 
The use of modulated sources dates back to the original papers of 
Weinberg and Schweinler (18) for the pile oscillator technique and of 
Raievski and Horowitz (19) for wave propagation. Noise analysis was first 
discussed by Moore (20) and Cohn (21,22). These methods have grown rapidly 
in usefulness and are now almost a field in themselves. Noise analysis has 
been treated thoroughly in a recent monograph by Thie (23) and in the pro-
ceedings of a conference (24) held at the University of Florida in 1963* 
Recent papers (31> 32,33) have discussed two detector cross correlation 
measurements of space dependent transfer functions by noise techniques. 
Pile oscillator work has been reported many times. The best such 
work involving space dependent effects was done by Hansson and Foulke (25). 
Their work on the NORA reactor forms the basis for a great many of the 
calculations reported in this thesis. 
Wave propagation work has been continued primarily at the University 
of Florida using small accelerator type neutron sources. Many systems have 
been studied (26 through 30) including two region systems and also multiply-
5 
ing media. The status of these techniques was thoroughly covered at the 
Symposium on Neutron Noise, Waves, and Pulse Propagation held at the Uni-
versity of Florida in February, 1966. 
Each of the experiments discussed encountered one consistent diffi-
culty. It was necessary to perform complicated experiments, i.e., to pro-
duce a wave having a pure fundamental mode in space, in order that their 
results might be compared with theory. It is clear that if a more elaborate 
mathematical model, which considered irregular geometries and arbitrary 
sources, were available, then there should be some trade off between hard 
experiments and a simple analysis or a simple experiment involving an ex-
tensive computer analysis. 
P'urpose of the Research 
The preceding sections lay the background for the work done in this 
study. The interest in space-time analysis, or to be more specific, in 
modulated source problems is evidenced by the volume of the literature on 
the subject. It is clear that before large power reactors can be allowed 
to operate on fully automatic control systems as conventional power plants 
are today, there must be thorough understanding of the space dependent dy-
namics of the system. It is also the case that current techniques of 
analysis are either extremely costly or are limited to very simple systems. 
In addition, experimental work in spatial kinetics is hampered by the ne-
cessity of producing in the laboratory the idealized model for which ana-
lytical solutions are available. 
The problem undertaken in this work was to find some simple method 
by which the analysis of dynamics experiments (in particular modulated 
fc 
6 
neutron experiments) could be undertaken for real systems such as hetero-
geneous, multiregion reactors with irregular boundaries. The purpose is 
not to create a new theory nor to prove an existing one,, but to provide 
the experimentalist with a tool with which he may study more complex sys-
tems than are now possible. 
The work described in the thesis centers around the description of 
the model in a form suitable for solution with existing statics codes and 
demonstration of its validity through the analysis of pile oscillator, wave 
propagation, and reactor noise experiments. In addition, a proposed ex-
periment involving the relatively new technique of two detector reactor 
noise measurements is outlined for obtaining data from the GTRR for com-
parison with calculated values. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
This chapter contains the derivation of the equations used in the 
complex source model, first in the f 037111 of one-group diffusion theory for 
simplicity in the discussion, and then the extension to the two-group 
telegrapher's equations. It is shown how the model may be interpreted 
so as to use existing statics codes for the solution and some general 
remarks are made about properties of the derived equations. 
Description of the Complex Source Model 
We may describe the method using the one-group diffusion equation 
V-D(x*)V 0(3 t) - Lr(Z) *(x, t) + S p(3t) + SD(5?t) + SQ(x,t) (l) 
1 d<>(x, t) 
= v~^t ' 
Here <t>(x, t) is the space- and time-dependent flux. D is the diffusion 
coefficient, L is the total removal cross section including fission and 
' r ° 
transverse leakage, and v is the neutron velocity. S (x, t) is a source 
IT 
term representing the prompt neutrons arising from fission, and is given 
by the equation 
S (x,t) = (1 - p) vZ (5?) 4>(x,t) 
ir 
(2) 
where p is the delayed neutron fraction, v is the mean number of neutrons 
per fission, and £_ is the fission cross section. S-^x, t) is another 
source term representing the delayed neutron contribution, and is given by 
sD(5?,t) = £ 7±\±c±&t) (3) 
with the precursor densities C.(x, t) given by 
dC, (x*, t) 
• = 3.vZJx) 4(x,t) - \ . . 
1 1 
^ = ( ± Zf(5?) *( t) - V,C4(5?,t) (k) 
and y . equal to the effectiveness factor for delayed neutrons of group i. 
All source terms are in units of neutrons per unit volume per unit time. 
Finally, S (x, t) is a source term which represents the external dis-
turbance. Small changes in the configuration of the reactor (i.e., reac-
tivity changes) may be treated as being equivalent to positive or negative 
external sources wherever the assumption of linearity is valid.(22) This 
formulation is then a complete description of the linear, zero-power^ space-
dependent kinetics of the reactor. 
All of the time-dependent quantities in the above equations may be 
resolved into a steady part, dependent on position only, plus a fluctu-
ating part dependent on position and time. The steady parts obey the above 
equations with all time derivatives and S equal to zero. When the appro-
priate subtractions are made, it is found that Equations 1 through k are 
satisfied by the fluctuating parts alone. (If the mean flux is not steady 
i 
(e.g.; if the reactor is on a period) a similar decomposition can still 
be made.) 
We may now restrict ourselves to the consideration of sinusoidal 
disturbances, and write 
ja)t 
• (?, t ) = 0(3?) e J a * (5) 
where _#(xj is a complex amplitude dependent on position. The amplitudes 
S , £Ly S , and £., also position-dependent, may be similarly defined. 
Substituting into Equation k, we obtain 
P,v2 J> 
C = -^r=- (6) 
-1 JO) + A. 
and, from Equation 3> 
c~ ^ i V i 
while Equation 2 yields 
Sp = (1 - 0) vZf0 (8) 
and Equation 1 gives 
D V
2* - I + - ^ 
— r v 
<t> + S + S^ + S = 0 . (9) 
— —p —D —o 
10 
Determination of j>_ for a given S constitutes a solution to the problem. 
Extension of this treatment to a multigroup model poses no diffi-
culties. An equation similar to Equation 9 is required for each group, 
with the appropriate intergroup coupling terms included. (These terms 
have real coefficients.) In addition, the contributions of the various 
sources to the various groups must be weighted according to the energy 
distributions of the source neutrons. The quantity vEJ^ appearing in 
Equations 7 and 8 must now be summed over all groups. Extension to higher-
order approximations to the transport equations is also straightforward. 
For example, the telegrapher's equation, having a second time derivative, 
required a term proportional to o)2^ in Equation 9» 
To obtain a solution, a value of a) and the spatial and energy dis-
tribution of S are specified. The neutron balance equations for the 
statics calculation are then applied to the various amplitudes. To put 
the equations into the correct form, S is inserted, the prompt and de-
layed fission source terms are obtained by multiplying the usual fission 
source term by the constants (l - p) and 
V 1 
i 1 
respectively, and the quantity JOD/V is added to each removal cross section, 
The resulting inhomogeneous equations are then solved for ̂  by the usual 
methods. The magnitude and phase of *_ then indicate the magnitude and 
phase of the reactor's response to the given sinusoidal source of ampli-
tude S at the frequency cu. For a complete description of the space-
11 
dependent kinetics of the reactor, the calculation must be repeated for 
various values of <x> and various source locations and energies. 
Since the various amplitudes are complex, while the usual proce-
dures for solving such equations are designated for real quantities, the 
above formulation must be elaborated for practical computation. We write 
1 = *R + JOj 
where <t> and <t> are real numbers giving, respectively, the in-phase and 
quadrature components of 4>_. The other amplitudes are treated similarly. 
(Since S represents the input to the system, its phase is arbitrary.) 
Equations 7 through 9 then split into two equations each and become, 
respectively 
SDR " V £f °*L 
7>70. 
I r ]. 
a>2 + \? 
*l£ 
*i 1 1 
O)2 + \? 
ij 
(10) 
SDI = vLr K T. 
<»7±\fi± 
+ DI f | R L . tj& _,. x2 I t-> ^2 + ^2 • i E i ^ + \ - i 
7A?P. \ 
l r l ' 
i/ 
(ID 
SpR = (1 - |3) vZf0R (12) 
SpI = (1 - P) vS^j (13) 
t 
12 
03 D V̂ <l> - Z 4> + - <t> + S^„ + S_„ + S „ = 0 
R r R v I DR PR OR (1*0 
D V2** - Z <t> - - 4> + SnT + S^T + S _ = 0 . I r I v R DI PI ol (15) 
Thus there are two neutron balance equations for each group, which are 
intercoupled. The usual methods of handling downscattering could handle 
the coupling in one direction, and the coupling in the other direction 
would be treated as an upscattering. 
Two-Group Betension 
The two-group telegrapher's equations are written as follows: 
Fast group: 
VJ2\(x,t) - Zri^(55t) + Sp(5?,t) + SD(5?,t) + Si(5?,t) (l6) 
1 + 3D Z 
l ri 
d o ^ t ) 3Dx o^t^t) 
dt Zt< 
Thermal group: 
D V2<t> (5?,t) - 2 • (5?,t) + Z • ( ? t ) + S (£t) (IT) 
2 2
V , / r2 2 ' 1 ->2 1 2 
1 + 3D 2 
2 r2 
a* (x,t) 3DP a2* (?,t) 




S (x,t) = (1 - 3) £ vl <K.(3?t) ; j = group number (l8) 
Delayed source 
SD(x,t) = £ \C ±(55t) ', (19) 
i = precursor number (assuming y. - l) 
Precursor densities: 
bC (5?, t) 
"ir a p i v lVj ( ? t ) - v̂ tft) (20) 
The external source terras are Si and S2. 
Again, the previously described substitutions reduce the preceding equa-
tions to two complex equations dependent on x and ou but independent of 
time. 
3D of 
D V 2 * ^ - Z + ̂  [1 + 3D L 1 i— U (5?) 
I —iv ' ri V! i n vf 
(21) 




Z + ̂  [l + 3D L ] - -4-




— 2 V ' 
+ Zi->2 i x ^ + 32(*) = 0 
(22) 
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As b e f o r e , e a c h o f t h e u n d e r b a r r e d q u a n t i t i e s can be s e p a r a t e d i n t o r e a l 
and i m a g i n a r y components y i e l d i n g f o u r c o u p l e d inhomogeneous d i f f e r e n t i a l 
e q u a t i o n s . 
F a s t r e a l : 
D V2<t> 
/ 3-D co£ 
lR n v ? 
co(l + 3D 2 ) 
> 4 2 ^ _ 0 + v 
iR V l i
1 
(23) 
2e.. \ w , i "̂ iPi 
1 - I ^ 7 ^ ? (Zfi*iR + zt^^ + v Z ^FTTi 
( Z <l> + Z 0 ) + S = 0 
V f l I I f 2 2 I ; ° l R 
Fast imaginary: 
D V24> - Z 
3 3 o>2 \ C D ( 1 + 3D z ) 
1 \ M 1 n 
1 l l r i v- l l V l iR 
+ v (24) 
0D2 f3. 
1 -
^ 0)2 + \ ? h f l l l t2 2l} L CO 
< u \ . 0 . 
1 1 
2 + X2 
^ f l lR t2 2lV l l 
The rma l r e a l : 
D V20 „ - Z 
3D CD2 \ 
2 
' 2 ' '2R I r 2 v l 2R + 
co(l + 3D Z ) v -̂  2 r 2 
v 2 2 1 
(25) 
+ Z „ + S „ = 0 
l - > 2 IR 2R 
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Thermal imaginary: 
D V ^ T 
2 2l 
/ 3D (jo2 \ oi(l + 3D 2 ) 




21 V ^ 2R 
(26) 
+ Z <1> + S = 0 
l->2 ll 2l 
Notice that the equations in each group are identical except for an inter-
change of the subscripts R and I and a sign change in the coupling term 
between real and imaginary flux components. The coefficients of these 
equations are the usual macroscopic total removal, fission, and down-
scattering cross sections, 21 , £„, 2 , modified by terms dependent on 
the velocity v of the particular neutron group and the angular frequency 
a). Since the <t>' s which are the solutions to this set of equations are 
the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude either or both of 
them may be negative. 
Utilization of Existing Statics Codes 
To see how statics codes may be used to solve this problem, it 
is necessary to examine the form of Equations 23 through 26. Notice that 
the four equations are completely coupled. For example, the equation for 
the fast imaginary component of the flux contains terms proportional to 
the fast real, thermal real, and thermal imaginary components. The coupling 
from fast to thermal and from real to imaginary can be treated as down-
scatter, but the coupling in the other direction from thermal to fast and 
from imaginary to real will have to be treated as upscatter. 
With this in mind, we can renumber the equations in a manner analo-
gous to a few group diffusion problem: 
Fast real = group 1 
Fast imaginary = group 2 
Thermal real = group 3 
Thermal imaginary = group k 
The coefficients in Equations 23 through 26 can now be matched 
with the macroscopic cross sections in a statics code. 
Diffusion coefficients: 
Si = D;L 
% = D2 
S3 = *DP_ 
D4 = D2 
Absorption cross sec t ions : 
A = Z - 3Dnar-/vf = £ 
l r i i ' l a i 
A = Z - 3D CD 2 /V 2 = Z 
2 r i I ' I a i 
A = Z - 3D ctfVv2 = Z 
3 r2 J 2 ' 2 a3 
A = Z - 3D <o2/v2 = Z 
4 r2 2 ' 2 a3 
Scatter ing into group 1: 
C 
/ o ^ i \ 
1 " I ^FT~q 
I / 
v Z f i 
co(l+ 3DXS ) a ^ i 
2 - » l 
•J. i J . y i r—• -L. -I. 
" + V f 1 ^ a)2 + \ f 
1 1 1 
cu2P. 
3 - 4 
1 = r" ? ^ ^ v f 2 
C = vZ„ 
4 _ » 1 1 2 
u>V0. r i y i^L. 
^ co2 + \ f 
Scattering into group 2: 
-03(1 + 3 0 ^ ) 
1 - > 2 
u>Vp. 
" v f i L 0,2 + x ? 
CD2P. 
2 - » 2 
1 - 7 g ' \ g vZ = C 
V CD2 + \ ? f 1 1 - • 1 
3 -»2 = -
 vZf2 I 
U ^ i 
f 2 ^ ^2 + y» 
~ = - c 
4 - > 1 
4 - > 2 
cu2|3. 
1 -
' ^ CO 
i 
2 + A 2 
vZ = C 
f2 3-»l 
Scattering into group 3: 
C = Z 
1 - * 3 1 - > 2 
C = 0 
2 -H>3 
C = 0 
3 -»3 
03(1 + 3D 2 ) 
C = 2 r2
J 
4 _»3 V 2 
Scattering into group k: 
C = 0 (32) 
l->4 
c = z 
2 -»4 1 -»2 
03(1 + 3D £ ) 
i rg' 
3~>4 Vp 4 -»3 
C = -i-^- = - C 
C = 0 
4->4 
The input fission cross sections should all be zero since fission 
has been included in the scattering terms. This is necessary because the 
codes allow only one fission source and in this problem two are required. 
The buckling should also be set to zero because transverse leakage was 
included in the removal cross section. 
Finally Equations 23 through 26 are inhomogeneous so a source term 
must be permitted by the code. Thus, to apply an existing statics code 
to this problem, the code must provide for the following features: 
1. An external source 
i 
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2. Scattering from any group to any other group 
3- Negative flux. 
The CRAM code (3*0> which is a multigroup, multiregion, one or two 
dimensional diffusion code for the IBM-10^k, has these features and can be 
applied to this problem if the following identifications are made: 
1. The external source is represented by a dummy flux group 1 
which can be scattered into the appropriate lower group at the sapce 
point where the source is located. 
2. Flux groups 2, % ^ and 5 represent the fast real, fast imagi-
nary, thermal real, and thermal imaginary equations, respectively. 
3. The coupling from real to imaginary is treated as downscatter 
and from imaginary to real as upscatter. 
4. The macroscopic cross sections are defined by Equations 27 
through 32. 
It has recently been demonstrated by Johnson (35) that the code EXTERMINA-
TOR (36) can also solve these equations. Since EXTERMINATOR handles the 
external source problem explicitly, only four energy groups are necessary. 
No further definitions need be made. 
Convergence of the Codes 
Thus far nothing has been said, about convergence of the codes when 
the cross sections are defined in the previously described manner. In 
the normal reactor problem, the coefficients are of the proper sign to 
yield a nonnegative iteration matrix, i.e., one in which all elements are 
either positive or zero. In this case all eigenvalues and solution vec-
tors are positive and theorems exist which guarantee convergence of the 
p 
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iterative method used. CRAM uses the Liebmann technique (37)* However, 
as the cross sections are now defined, the scattering terms give rise to 
negative off diagonal elements in the iteration matrix and no theorems 
are available to guarantee convergence. This does not mean that solutions 
do not exist.- It simply means that for any given problem the iteration 
scheme may, or may not, converge to the solution. 
For the above reason it was decided that prior to any work with 
CRAM, the model should be tested by a code which would solve the equations 
by a noniterative method such as Choleski matrix inversion or the method 
of conjugate gradients (38)• To do this, a program was written to solve 
the one dimensional (cylindrical), two-group equations. (See CHARLIE, 
Appendix B.) If the physics of the model were valid, then direct inver-
sion of the coefficient matrix should produce the correct solutions. The 
inversion method was first tried for the NORA reactor with excellent re-
sults. The calculations are described in the pile oscillator section of 
Chapter III. The conjugate gradient method produced identical results 
but was found to require roughly three times the number of steps as was 
theoretically necessary to find the solution to within acceptable error 
limits. (The theoretical number of steps is equal to the dimension of 
the coefficient matrix or four times the number of mesh points chosen.) 
This turned out to be an omen of things to come. 
The next step was to run the same set of problems with CRAM. A 
normal reactor problem of the size chosen (k groups and 25 mesh points) 
will converge in 15 to 20 iterations. The first problem attempted (a 
frequency of GO = 1 radian/sec) required approximately 50 iterations. 
In spite of the long running time, the problem converged uniformly and 
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the results were identical to those obtained previously. At higher fre-
quencies, the code converged more rapidly, but less uniformly, until at 
320 radians per second no solution could be obtained. As the frequency 
was decreased to 0.01 radians per second, the rate of convergence became 
very sluggish and finding solution was at best impractical. Over the 
frequency range of interest, however, the code was found to reproduce the 
results obtained by matrix inversion and to be practical although slow. 
Johnson (35) has shown that EXTERMINATOR first showed similar be-
havior, but when used with the option of "group rebalancing" convergence 
improved markedly. This can be explained on a physical basis by realizing 
that the real and imaginary flux components look like two reactors, one 
real and one imaginary, which are very loosely coupled. It is exactly 
these conditions for which group rebalancing is required. The precise 
mathematical reason why EXTERMINATOR will find the solution to a given 
problem while CRAM fails is not understood. Perhaps a thorough mathemati-
cal study of this class of problems will shed new light on existing itera-
tion techniques and also produce new methods with improved convergence 
rates. 
One other interesting point was noted. The rate of convergence 
depends on the reactivity of the system. For a just critical reactor, con-
vergence was slow but speeded up as the reactor was made either subcriti-
cal or supercritical. Similar behavior was found for the conjugate gra-
dient method. Convergence is slow because the coefficient matrix is nearly 
singular for a critical reactor. Only the inclusion of the co term prevents 
singularity. 
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General Remarks on Properties of the Equations 
The complex source model described is a method for computing the 
complex magnitude of the response of a system to some external disturbance. 
One of the tests of any theory is to examine its behavior in certain lim-
iting cases. For this model, we have one such test when CD = 0. Making 
this substitution into Equations 23 through 26, it is seen that the equa-
tions uncouple, <t> becomes identical to <t> and we are left with the two-
group steady state diffusion equations. Thus, the solution for any prob-
lem with ao = 0 is the fundamental mode flux distribution in the system. 
Mathematically the static case forces the imaginary components to be zero. 
Note that the static case can be used as a criticality condition. 
If GO is set to zero and the equations are made honogeneous by the elimina-
tion of the external source S0, then in order for there to be a solution 
the determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish. To achieve this 
condition, a search may be made on any of the cross sections, the trans-
verse buckling, or the position of a boundary. 
This raises the question of the behavior of the equations for a 
subcritical, critical, or supercritical reactor with a finite source and 
(X> = 0. The subcritical case is quite straightforward. Physically, a 
subcritical reactor may maintain a steady flux in the presence of an ex-
ternal source of neutrons. For this case, the phase angle is zero and 
the gain is proportional to the static flux. 
JL 
2 
G A I N ^ (<*> 2 + <t> 2 ) 
n 1 
PHASE = t a n - 1 (<f /<f ) 
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The critical reactor of course cannot remain stationary with a source and 
mathematically as <D-»0, T̂-.-*00 and ^T-*- °°« That is gain -» «? and phase-* 
K 1 
- 90° • No solution is possible when a:> = 0. 
The supercritical system is a bit peculiar. The supercritical re-
actor cannot remain stationary with or without a source, but it turns out 
that the equations do have a unique solution. The observed conditions are 
that <t>„ < 0, 4> = 0, gain is proportional to the flux in the reactor's 
fundamental mode, and the phase angle is - l80°. For <D > 0, plots of 
gain and phase are shown for the NORA reactor in Figures 3 and k. This 
behavior shows that the model is the space dependent extension of the 
Incremental Linear Equivalent System equations of Carter (39)« 
Several things should be said with regard to the source term SQ. 
Since the source represents the input to the system, its magnitude and 
phase are arbitrary. The equations are linear so the magnitude of the 
response is directly proportional to the source strength. Changing the 
sign of the source from positive to negative is simply a phase shift of 
l80° and the phase of the response changes by l80°. The location of the 
source in space and in energy presents the most interesting situation. 
Clearly all points in a reactor are not equally important and a source 
in the core should give a larger response than the same source near the 
outer boundary. As discussed by Keep in (̂ +0), the response amplitude of 
the system is proportional to the product of the source strength and the 
adjoint flux at the location of the source. By moving the source from 
point to point it is possible, though inefficient, to extract the adjoint 
flux from the model. 
Although the equations are derived for the P-l approximation 
£ 
2k 
(telegrapher's equation), it is a trivial matter to reduce them to the 
diffusion approximation. Brehm (4l) has shown that P-l theory tends to 
overcorrect the space dependence at high frequencies and in reality dif-
fusion theory is a better approximation to the transport solution. (Be-
low 1000 rad/sec there is practically no difference in the three approxi-
mations. ) If diffusion theory is desired, simply drop the 3Dtjo2/v2 and 
3DZ terms from the definition of the cross sections in Equations 28 
through 32. No other changes are required. Brehm also shows how trans-
port effects may be taken into account by defining a frequency dependent 
diffusion coefficient. For one energy group assuming isotropic scattering 
and small absorption, Brehm gives 
D= X 
3£t(l - ii) 
1 + |(l - C) + ±!§(1 - C) 2 (33) 
+ g d - C)3 + . . . 
where 
v Z f + Z s 
C = — 7-: and a / = CJD/VZ 
Zt(l - ia>).
 t 
This effect can easily be included in the model. 
The size of the mesh used in the numerical solution of the equa-
tions is important. The mesh spacing must be small in comparison with 
the complex relaxation length of the disturbance or serious errors may 
result. This effect is discussed more fully in Chapter III under wave 
propagation. In general, for frequencies greater than 1000 radians per 
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second the complex source problem will require a mesh smaller than the 
corresponding statics problem. Below this frequency no difference is 
expected. 
Each of the above mentioned properties has been observed while 
making the calculations presented in Chapter III. These points will be 
reemphasized as they occur in the analysis of each type of modulated neu-
tron experiment. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS 
Analysis of different types of modulated neutron experiments 
requires slightly different interpretations of the model for each ex-
periment. This chapter discusses three basic types, pile oscillator, 
wave propagation, and noise measurements. For each type, the numerical 
calculations are compared with experimental data. 
Pile Oscillator 
The theory of an oscillating absorber in a reactor was first de-
scribed by Weinberg and Schweinler (l8). Quoting Weinberg, 
. . . if the oscillation is very slow the pile intensity fluctuates 
as a whole, the neutron flux at any point having the same phase as 
at any other point . . . . If the oscillation is fast, or if the 
detector is close to the absorber the fundamental no longer predomi-
nates. . . . Since the higher harmonics all have different phases 
(because the coefficients in the series are complex), the phase of 
the neutron intensity oscillation will change from point to point. 
Close to the absorber the intensity will be in phase with the motion 
of the absorber since the local neutron depression caused by the ab-
sorber will be the major part of the intensity fluctuation. Far from 
the absorber the neutron intensity will tend to move more and more 
toward the phase of the fundamental. . . . The disturbance set up by 
the oscillating absorber is therefore wave-like: the absorber sends 
out damped waves of neutron intensity which are reflected at the 
boundary. As will be shown below, the wave-length of the traveling 
disturbance is short at high frequency and long at low frequency. 
It is for this reason that the disturbance has the same phase every-
where at low frequencies, and has a varying phase at high frequency. 
This behavior may be described by a space-dependent "transfer func-
tion, " which gives the reactor's response, observed at a given point, to 
a sinusoidal disturbance introduced elsewhere. The term "transfer func-
$& 
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tion" is used here in its classical electrical-engineering sense as a 
relation between input and output. No connection is implied with the 
familiar "reactivity transfer function" of space-independent kinetics. 
Since reactivity is an integral or whole-reactor parameter, specification 
of the reactivity effect of an input (e.g., an oscillating absorber) does 
not uniquely specify the input in a space-dependent situation. (That is, 
a large number of different configuration changes could give the same 
reactivity change, and yet induce completely different dynamic effects.) 
Therefore, there is no such thing as a space-dependent reactivity trans-
fer function. 
For the case of the pile oscillator, the transfer function can be 
obtained by a very simple interpretation of the described model. Here 
the source term SQ is made to represent the varying absorption of the 
oscillator, and is placed in the spatial regions and energy groups in 
which the oscillator operates. Conn (22) has shown that this approxima-
tion is valid as long as the disturbance is small and the system remains 
linear. The calculated * may then be directly compared with the observed 
response to the oscillator at various detector locations. 
The NORA Reactor 
The first reactor chosen for analysis was the NORA (25) reactor, a 
heavy water moderated, enriched uranium critical assembly located in 
Kjeller, Norway, for which the space dependent transfer function had been 
determined experimentally by use of a pile oscillator. The two-group model 
with the telegrapher's equations was solved by CHARLIE using matrix inver-
sion and also using the method of conjugate gradients. Cross sections, 
including fourteen groups of delayed neutrons, were obtained from P. T. 
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Hansson (̂ 3) and were the same set as used for the original analysis of 
NORA. (See Appendix C for a complete description of the reactor.) The 
mesh chosen consisted of 26 space points graduated from a spacing of k cm 
at the center line (near the pile oscillator) to 12 cm at the outer edge. 
A fine mesh spacing is not necessary in this problem because large flux 
gradients are not present. 
Since the shape of the transfer function is sensitive to reactivity, 
it was necessary to adjust the axial buckling to make k _ = 1. This was 
accomplished by setting co = 0 in Equations 23 through 26. When this is 
done, the equations uncouple and <t> becomes identical to <t> . Hence, with 
K 1 
the source set to zero, the determinant of the coefficient matrix must be 
zero for criticality. By adjusting B|; until the determinant was zero, 
LA 
the final critical B? was found to agree with the experimental value to 
Zi 
within the error limits reported. 
The pile oscillator was represented by a source term in the thermal 
real group (since the source is an input to the system its phase is arbi-
trary) and located at the reactor centerline. 
Calculations were made with values of co ranging from 0.001 to 1000 
radians per sec and the results closely reproduce the reported experimental 
results for gain and phase shift, as shown in Figures 1 and 2. The results 
shown are for the thermal group only. The fast group results are similar 
in shape but have less pronounced space effects. 
That these equations represent the I L E S transfer function (39) 
can be seen from Figures 3 and k. The curve for location A has been re-
calculated for the reactor subcritical and for supercritical. Both gain 
and phase have a behavior at low frequencies which is characteristic of 
the I L E S model. The parameter used to adjust criticality was B;r, 
Li 
which ranged from 0.0005^5 to O.OOO562 corresponding to k values of 
1.0035 and 0.9977* These calculations were repeated using CRAM. The 
results are found to reproduce the experimental values and the previous 
calculations over the range of the experimental data. (See Figures 5 and. 
6.) Convergence of the problems is slow. For low frequencies (a> = 1 
radian/sec), fifty iterations were required and the convergence was very 
uniform. At progressively higher frequencies, the rate of convergence 
became more rapid but less uniform. These symptoms indicate that further 
work is necessary to find a better iteration scheme for this type prob-
lem. Currently, CRAM uses the Liebmann technique, but because of nega-
tive terms in the off diagonal elements of the coefficient, matrix con-
vergence is not guaranteed. At extremely high frequencies (greater than 
320 radians/sec), CRAM was unable to find the solution, although no prob-
lem was encountered with the matrix inversion method. This may indicate 
that the iteration technique used in CRAM may be entering an unstable 
region. Very low frequencies present another problem in which the tech-
nique becomes sensitive to criticality as shown by the dashed lines in 
Figures 5 and. 6. Attempts to do two-dimensional calculations using the 
CRAM code have shown much more severe convergence problems. 
The phase shift for the supposedly critical reactor begins to turn 
up at about 0.0^ radians/sec. This behavior is typical of a slightly 
subcritical reactor. The gain plot for the supercritical case shows 
another peculiarity. Although the phase angle properly goes to -l80° at 
low frequencies, the gain does not show a peak as expected. Apparently 
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quencies. The problems were terminated after 200 iterations. Johnson (35) 
shows that EXTERMINATOR with the group rebalancing option eliminates these 
difficulties. 
The Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
Pile oscillator measurements have been made on the GTRR by John-
son (35, kk). Although in his experiment the pile oscillator was placed 
off the reactor centerline and would require a two-dimensional code for 
a proper analysis, it was of interest to see if the low frequency data 
would compare with calculations in which the oscillator was placed in the 
center of the core. CHARLIE with the diffusion equation option was used 
for these calculations. A complete description of the reactor including 
the preparation of the cross sections is given in Appendix C. 
The fast and thermal space dependent transfer functions are shown 
in Figures 7 through 10. The experimental data shows agreement with the 
theory in the low frequency (space independent) region; however, it begins 
to deviate from the assumed model at about two radians per second. This 
result points out the problems that might be encountered in attempting 
to use a one-dimensional model when two-dimensions are required. The 
relative positions of the oscillator and detector are shown by the "X" 
and triangle respectively. 
Another form for presenting the results is a plot of the gain ver-
sus radius as a function of frequency. This is done for the thermal group 
in Figures 11 and 12. The curve labeled static flux on the gain plot was 
computed using CRAM as a normal two-group reactor problem. The other 
curves were calculated with CHARLIE. This figure indicates dramatically 
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proportional to the fundamental mode flux. At high frequencies, the rapidly 
decreasing slope of the curves demonstrates how the disturbances are attenu-
ated and shifted in phase rapidly as they propagate through the reactor. 
The gain and phase curves for a) = hOOO and 10, 000 radians/sec are 
redrawn to a different scale in Figures 13 and l4. The changes in slope 
of both curves may be caused by the waves being reflected at the interface 
between regions and at the boundary of the system or because the wavelength 
of the disturbance is not long compared to the mesh spacing. Further cal-
culations are needed to determine the nature of the effect. If it is a 
reflection phenomenon, then transport theory is needed to study the ef-
fect in any detail, but it would be satisfying if diffusion theory indi-
cates that such effects are present. 
Wave Propagation 
The original work on neutron wave experiments was done by Raievski 
and Horowitz (19)» The main idea behind the experiment is to place a 
modulated source of neutrons in a moderating and diffusing medium. The 
oscillating source produces waves which propagate through the medium. As 
they travel they are attenuated and shifted in phase. A measurement of 
the complex relaxation length will allow determination of the transport 
mean free path and absorption cross section of the medium. More recently 
Moore (15) introduced the concept of the dispersion law which relates the 
amplitude damping and the phase shift of the wave to the frequency. 
The Dispersion Law 
The dispersion law may be obtained easily for the case of the one-
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medium. 
D | ^ * ( x , t ) - 2 a 0 ( x , t ) = ± £ <f(x,t) v cFt (1) 
This equa t ion has a s o l u t i o n in t he form 
4>(x, t ) = e -kx + lost (2) 
where k is the inverse complex relaxation length. Substituting 2 into 1 
gives 
k2 = 
D a v 










\ D V / 
CO 
The relation between X and £ for any co is the dispersion law for the medium. 
Note that it is independent of the geometry of the system and that for 
= 0, £ = •=-, and £ = 0. CD 
is 
As the wave propagates through the medium, its spatial distribution 




The amplitude and phase of the disturbance are 
GAIN = e 
-aCx 
and 
PHASE = - £x 
(6) 
(7) 
Thus a measurement of the gain and phase shift of a wave are measurements 
of <£ and £ or the dispersion law of the medium. 
The telegrapher's equation yields 
and 
oL ~ o 















The complex source model solves Equations 21 and 22 of Chapter II 
for the complex amplitude of the flux jj(x). This quantity is identical 
(for plane geometry and one energy group) to the spatial flux distribu-
tion given by Equation 5» Gain and phase are given by Equations 6 and J. 
For cylindrical geometry which was programmed in CHARLIE, the complex am-
plitude is 
(r) - K tfr) e" 1^ . (10) 
kS 
Calculations for Graphite and Heavy Water 
A simple test was desired to demonstrate the use of the complex 
source model in computing the dispersion law. One-group calculations were 
done for graphite using diffusion theory and also for D?0 using both dif-
fusion and P-1 theory. The geometry chosen was a right circular cylinder 
with height of 500 cm. The mesh spacing, and hence the diameter (since 
the program is limited to 25 increments), was allowed to vary for each 
frequency. For low frequencies, the mesh was 10 cm with diameter of 500 
cm and, for high frequencies, the mesh was 1.0 cm with diameter of 50 cm. 
In each case the source was placed in the central mesh region. The cal-
culated gain and phase are plotted in Figures 15 and l6. The oC and £ 
were obtained by fitting a KQ Bessel function to the gain curve and a 
straight line to the phase curves. The curvature at the end is due to 
the effect of the boundary. As shown in Figure 17., the numerical calcu-
lations were found to reproduce the dispersion law given by Equations 3 
and k exactly. 
The effect of the mesh spacing may be seen from the shape of the 
lower curve. In this calculation, the mesh was held constant at 10 cm 
for all frequencies. As CJO is increased, the wavelength \ and diffusion 
length L given by 
\ = 2H/j; 
L= 1/cC 
become the same order of magnitude as the mesh spacing and the curve 
RADIUS, cm 
Figure 15 • Calculated Amplitude for a Neutron Wave Experiment 
in AGOT Graphite 
$ -280 
Figure 16. Calculated Phase Angle for a Neutron Wave Experiment 




Figure 17. Dispersion Law for AGOT Graphite 
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falls below the theoretical calculation. The seeming agreement with the 
experimental points taken from Travelli (45) is accidental. Wavelength, 
diffusion length, and complex relaxation length are plotted as a function 
of frequency in Figure 18. 
The calculation for heavy water (Figure 19) is intended merely to 
indicate the differences between the telegrapher's equation and diffusion 
theory. The numerical calculations are in complete agreement with Equa-
tions 3 and k or 8 and 9» 
Note that once an experimental measurement of the dispersion law 
has been made for any medium, it is then possible to define a frequency 
dependent diffusion coefficient such that the diffusion calculation will 
fit the experimental results. This is nothing more than a fitting tech-
nique to measure the frequency dependent diffusion coefficient proposed 
by Brehm (4l). 
Noise Analysis 
When the current output of an ionization chamber in a reactor 
operation at a steady flux level is examined, it is found to be composed 
of an average current plus some seemingly random fluctuations. These 
fluctuations are not random, however, and as was shown by Moore (20), 
they contain important information about the dynamics of the reactor. 
The observed fluctuations, i.e., reactor noise, arise in the fol-
lowing way: production, absorption, and leakage of neutrons in the reac-
tor are all statistical processes that obey the Poisson distribution. 
-X I"! 
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where r = number of events occurring in n trials 
A. = np 
p = probability that an event will occur; holds when p < 0.1. 
These statistical fluctuations can be thought of as a time varying source 
of neutrons in the reactor. 
Cohn (22) pointed out that an analogy could be drawn between the 
neutron noise and the electron noise in a temperature limited diode. The 
electron noise is given by the Schottky formula 
2 
< |l| > = 2ê ii 
2 
where < |l| >= spectral density of the noise current in amps2 
e = electron charge 
m = average number of electrons flowing per second. 
Thus by analogy we can write the spectral density of the reactor noise as: 
< IsJ2 > = 2 Y q2 m. (12) 
i o i (—i i i 
i 
where q. = net neutrons produced in occurrence of type i 
m. = average number of reactions of type i per second. 
Note that the noise spectral density is independent of frequency and thus 
we say that the noise is "white." 
The noise equivalent source for the case of a one energy group, 
space independent reactor is given by the terms in Table 1. Substituting 
the terms in Table 1 into Equation 12 yields 
56 
Table 1. Contributions to the Noise Equivalent Source 
for a Space Independent Reactor 





1. Non-productive absorption 
including leakage Z* A + F 
- 1 
2. Fission giving rise to 
N prompt neutrons £* A + F N 
N - 1 
P = probability that N neutrons are produced 
A = macroscopic absorption cross section including leakage 
F = macroscopic fission cross section 
57 
< |s0r > = 
2n 
;*(A + F) 
A + F £ (N - l ) 2 P. 
N=l 
N (13) 
Using the criticality condition 
vF 
and that 
= k „ = 1 
A + F eff 





, , 2 v 2n 
< S I 2 > = -zr 
I o' i* 
V 2 - V 
(1*0 
Here we have defined v2 - ]T N2PN = ^.36 for U . 
M=l 
The response of the reactor to this so-urce can be obtained by mul-
tiplying the source strength times the reactor transfer function 
or 
n(a>) = T(a>) SQ(CD) 
<|n(a))|2> = |T(CD)|2 < |S0(CD)|2 > (15) 
The transfer function for the one group, space independent reactor 
is known to be 
T(CD) = 
i* 






L = l* + £ ^ ^ co2 + \ f 
\ 2 B . 
P ^ CD2 + \ f 
Finally the response of a space independent system is given by 
< |n(CD)| > = (^)2 + B
2 — — ' * ' ( 1 ? ) 
To include spatial effects in the calculation of the reactor noise, 
it is necessary to know both the magnitude and location of the equivalent 
noise sources and the transfer functions connecting these sources with the 
response of the reactor. When each of these is known, the overall response, 
in terms of the power spectrum, cross power spectrum, and transfer function 
between two detector locations, is simply a matter of combining the indi-
vidual responses in the proper manner. 
First consider the transfer function relating a given source loca-
tion and energy with the response at each point and energy within the 
reactor. The complex source method calculates the reactor's response 
4̂ .(E,x*) to a given source, S.'(E ,x\) for each frequency of interest. 
4>.(E,x*) = H(E,3,E ,3?.) S.'(E ,3..)-AV (l8) 
—I v ' ' v ' ' rr j l v n J 
where x = response point 
x. = source point 
J 
E = response energy 
E = source energy 
n 
S.'(E ,3?.) = source of type i per unit volume 
1 n j 
AV = volume of the source region 
Thus the transfer function H can be readily calculated by dividing the 
calculated response by the source magnitude and its volume. Here it is 
implicitly assumed that the volume is small enough so that the source 
and transfer function are relatively uniform over the region. 
To calculate the magnitude of the noise equivalent source, it is 
necessary to consider the statistical fluctuation in the reaction rates 
of each physical process (e.g., absorption, fission, or leakage) which 
adds or removes neutrons in some region in the reactor. The basic equa-
tion for the source power spectral density can be computed from the 
Schottky formula. 
Is.I2 = 2m. q.2 (19) 
where |S.|2 = noise source in neutrons2/sec per unit bandwidth 
q. = net number of neutrons produced in the reaction of type i 
m. = rate of reaction i 
l 
Here the source spectral density is independent of frequency. 
In the two-group diffusion theory model the following reactions 
can occur: 
Fast absorption (q = - l): 
ai 
|S (2) I2 = 2 4> (£) L (f) AV (-1)2 (20) 
i a l \ /i xv / ai 
Thermal absorption (q = - l): 
a.2. 
S (2) I2 = 2 4> (*) Z (*) AV (-1)2 
3.2 ' ' 2. B2. 
Downscatter out of group 1 (q = - l): 
S (2) I2 = 2 <D (2) Z (1) AV (-1); 
Downscatter into group 2 (q = + l): 
S (5?) I2 = 2 4> (3f) Z (?) AV (+1)2 
s 2\ / I 1
v / l->2 
Fission in fast group producing N fast neutrons (q = N 
i i j l 
S (5?) | 2 = 2 * (i) Z ($) AV Y, PN(
N " 1 
' N=l 
where P = probabi l i ty of producing N neutrons 
I 
N = 1 
oo 
Y, NP = (1 - p) v * v 
H - l H 
z » % " 7 " N= 1 
6l 
Fission in thermal group producing N neutrons in the fast group (q = N) 
l l , 2 
s f i , 2
( 5 ) i 2 = 2 *2
(5^ Ef2
(^ AV E V N ) 2 (25) 
N=l 
Fission in thermal group removing a neutron (q_ = - l): 
12 
Sf2(x)|
2 = 2 0a(^) Sfa(3?) AV (-1)
2 (26) 
Partial current crossing a boundary from k to j moving to the right (j ) 
(q= ± 1): 
|Sk.(5?)|-= * l ^ - % ^ ] A A ( ± 1 ) 2 (27) 
where D = diffusion coefficient 
Partial current crossing a boundary from j to k moving to the left (j ) 
(4- ± 1): 
|S (*)|* - 2 (*fl + J * j & | A A (± I)
2 (28) 
Equations 20 and 21 apply to both fast and thermal groups. 
Not all of the above processes are independent. For example, the 
scattering of a neutron from fast to thermal means that there is a loss 
of one neutron in the fast group and simultaneous gain of one neutron in 
the thermal group. Figure 20 shows the relationship between these equa-
























Figure 20. Source Mechanisms for a Typical Reactor Region 
% 
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boundaries between blocks, the sources are in phase and the response of 
the reactor to each of the sources adds linearly. 
Thus with the aid of Figure 20, we can write a set of equations 
(one for each arrow in the diagram) which represents the response of the 
reactor to each separate physical process occurring in region j. 
Fast absorption: 
• (E,x) = H(E,x",E ,x.)|s (i.)| (29) 
-ai v v l j ' aiv j ' v 
Thermal absorption: 
<t> (E,3) = H(E,3,E , x . ) | s ( x \ ) | (30) 
—a2 2 ' j ' a 2 x j ' x 
Downscatter: 
<t> (E,x) = - H(E,3,E ,3.)|s (x.)| + H(E,x,E ,x.)|S (x.) I (31) 
Fast fissions: 
lfl(E^)= H t E ^ E ^ . ) ^ ^ ) ! (32) 
Thermal fissions: 
lf2(E,5?) = H(E,x
>,Ei,xj)|Sfi^(^j)| - H(E,^E2,^)|Sf2(l)| (33) 
Fast current in from the left (entering j from k)i 
!kJ(E,3?)= H ^ E ^ )|s (2 )| - H(Ej,Ei,^k)|Skj(^)| (3*0 
6k 
Fast current in from the right (entering j from &): 
l^(E,x) = HCE^E^fylS^tfj)! - H(E,i,Ei,^)|S<eJ(3J)| (35) 
Fast current out to the left (entering k from j): 
<t> .. (E,x) = - H(E,x*,E , 5̂ . )|S.. (x.)[ + H(E,x,E , £ )|S.1 (5?.) I (36) -jk^ ' ^ ' ' i' j " jkv j ' v ' > ±' ky' jkv j'' 
Fast current out to the rig;ht (entering & from j): 
lJ-e(E,3?) = - H(E,3?,Ei,x
V.)|S^(xyj)| + H(E,^Ei,x^)|S^(x
>.)| (37) 
Equations similar to 27, 28, 29, and 30 apply for the thermal group. 
Thus for each source location there are thirteen terms which contribute 
to the overall response. 
To combine the preceding thirteen equations for region j as well as 
the corresponding equations for other source regions, we note that each 
of the equations is independent of the others and thus their phase rela-
tionship is random. Under these conditions, the power spectrum at point 
x and energy E is, 
a n 
P(E , t ) = Y |*.(E >* )! 2 (38) 
v rr a £— '—l n a' ' 
i 
where the summation is taken over all source regions and neutron processes. 
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The cross power spectrum "between points x" and "x, is, 
P(E ,x ,E ,xj = Y 0.(E ,x ) V ( E ,5t ) (39) 
x n a m D Z__ — l' n a — I m D' s 
and the transfer function is, 
P(E ,£,E ,£) 
T(E,Z,E,±)= V n a m -b t (lK)) 
n a' m'^b p ( E ^ } 
n a 
A complete description of the reactor noise would require that the 
preceding calculations be carried out in three dimensions. In view of 
the long running times experienced with two dimensional calculations (35).» 
such an attempt would be completely impractical. The alternative is to 
return to a one dimensional model with relatively large source regions. 
These approximations assume the large source regions to oscillate in phase 
with the effect of distorting the frequency response within the source re-
gion but leaving the response outside these regions relatively undisturbed, 
A computer program has been written (NOISE, Appendix B) which will 
calculate the noise power spectral density at each mesh point in a reactor 
as well as the cross power spectral density and transfer function between 
any two specified locations. The equations programmed are 13 through 33* 
Calculations using the code are discussed below. 
Noise Calculation for the GTKR 
To calculate the response of the reactor to a distributed noise 
source, it is necessary to define the source regions which will be used. 
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The regions were chosen by referring to the static flux distributions cal-
culated by CRAM (see Figure 21). Since the flux in both fast and thermal 
groups drops off rapidly past 50 cm, it was decided to limit the number of 
source regions to four. The regions are defined as follows: 
1. Central DJ) out to 11.^3 cm 
2. First fuel ring from 11.^3 to 19.05 cm 
3. Second fuel ring from 19.05 to 30.22 cm 
k. Reflector from 30.22 to 50.12 cm. 
A complete description of the reactor is given in Appendix C. The cross 
sections used were obtained from some preliminary results of Johnson (35) 
by assuming a flat flux across the reactor for averaging purposes. The 
following calculations could be improved by using properly weighted values 
for the cross sections. 
The transfer function from both fast and thermal sources in each 
of the regions was obtained from CHARLIE by sequentially stepping a uni-
formly distributed source from region 1 to region k. The complex ampli-
tude of the flux response was punched into cards for each source energy, 
location, and frequency. For these calculations, the neutron detectors 
were not included in the description of the reactor. This was done because 
it is not possible (in one dimension) to correctly represent a detector 
located off the centerline,, This omission is not precisely accurate be-
cause the detection of a neutron breaks the chain related process in which 
the neutron was participating and thus changes the character of the noise. 
Amplitude and phase plots for each source location and energy are 
shown in Figures 22 through 29. The response points shown (0, ik, and 19) 
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Figure 22. Thermal Flux Amplitude for a Distributed Thermal Source 
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Figure 23. Thermal Flux Phase Angle for a Distributed Thermal Source 
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Figure 25 . Thermal Flux Phase Angle fo r a D i s t r i b u t e d F a s t Source 
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Figure 28. Fast Flux Amplitude for a Distributed Fast Source 
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Figure 29. Fast Flux Phase Angle for a Distributed Fast Source 
in the GTRR 
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show strong space dependence starting at 20 radians per second for the 
phase angle and 100 radians per second for the amplitude. The fast flux 
curves show much less space dependence than the thermal and the phases 
are not affected below 100 radians per second. At very high frequencies 
the thermal phase angle for point 19, and to a lesser extent point ik, 
bends upward, i.e., becomes less negative. This effect may be due to the 
reflection of the waves from the interface between regions or too large 
a mesh spacing. At low frequencies, the ratio of the amplitudes of two 
curves is the ratio of the static flux at the two points in question. 
Also the ratio of amplitudes at the same point but with the source in 
different regions is the importance of the source region or the adjoint 
flux. 
The overall effect of the distributed noise source on the reactor 
and the degree of coupling between two detectors is calculated by NOISE. 
This program uses as input the complex flux previously calculated, the 
dimensions of the system, static flux and the gradient of the flux, and 
the macroscopic cross sections. The amplitudes of the noise equivalent 
sources are given in Table 2. The calculated power spectral density and 
transfer functions between two locations are shown for selected points in 
Figures 30 through 35* 
The power spectral density curves show almost no space effect be-
low 100 radians per second. The fact that the amplitude of the transfer 
function between widely separated points is flat up to 100 radians per 
second emphasizes this point. A consequence of this is that cross power 
spectral density techniques may be used to monitor reactor noise when the 
detection efficiency is so low as to rule out the conventional auto power 
Table 2. Noise Equivalent Sources for the GTRR 
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Source Type Region 
1 2 3 4 
0.5773 0.8748 1.1011 0.6543 
0.4138 0.9758 I.1099 1.1786 
1.11̂ 9 1.4192 1.9853 1.9056 
1.1149 1.4192 1.9853 1.9056 
0.0 O.2875 0.2421 0.0 
0.0 3.4794 3.6245 0.0 
0.0 1.6663 1.7358 0.0 
Fast absorption plus leakage 
Thermal absorption plus leakage 
Downscatter out of group 1 
Downscatter into group 2 
Fast fission 
Thermal fissions as source to 1 
Thermal fissions as a sink to 2 
Fast partial current moving 
to the right * 
Fast partial current moving 
to the left * 
Thermal partial current moving 
to the right * 
Thermal partial current moving 
to the left * 
1.8949 3.1020 3.2155 0.9520 
2.3932 2.7818 2.3901 0.7110 
2.6651 2.3399 3.1972 3.4301 
1.5132 2.5028 3.3890 3.1218 
* Note: These refer to the partial currents at the right hand boundary of 




Figure 30. Fast Noise Power Spectral Density for the GTRR -0 
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spectrum method. Cross correlation techniques have the advantage of elimi-
nating uncorrelated noise which is present in two signals. Some recent 
work which has made use of cross correlation methods to extract the trans-
fer function from the uncorrelated noise has been reported in references 
31, 32, and 33* At high frequencies, however, the curves show that cross 




PROPOSED NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON THE GEORGIA TECH RESEARCH REACTOR 
This chapter will describe proposed two-detector noise measurements 
to be made on the GTRR. The experiments described here will verify, the 
correctness of the complex source method in predicting the space dependent 
noise characteristics of a reactor. Specifications of the equipment are 
discussed first, followed by the procedure for data collection and data 
reduction. 
Noise Analysis System 
A schematic diagram of the data collection system is shown in Fig-
ure 36. The noise signal is obtained from two, Reuter Stokes, RSN-76A, 
boron lined, uncompensated ionization chambers. Compensated chambers 
should not be used for noise measurements because the compensating current 
adds an uncorrelated noise to the chamber output thus reducing the ratio 
of correlated to uncorrelated noise. Reference 33 gives a discussion of 
the effect. The power supplies for the chamber are two battery packs 
yielding +750 volts each. Batteries are used to eliminate any possibility 
of 60 or 120 cycle ripple being introduced into the signal. For maximum 
flexibility in being able to reach any part of the reactor, the chambers 
should be coupled to 50 feet of Amphenol RG 11^ coaxial cable. The total 
capacitance to ground for both detector and cable will be 570 pico farads. 
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Figure 36• Schematic Diagram of the Reactor Noise Data Collection 
System 
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designed to pass d.c. to several kilocycles. The circuit diagram and con-
struction of the electrometers are given by Brookshier (h-j). Each electro-
-k -13 
meter is equipped with a range switch with scales from 10 to 10 amps 
and a bucking current which can be adjusted to remove the average d.c. 
level. This bucking current is supplied from batteries to avoid ripple. 
After removal of the d.c« the remaining signal is amplified to approxi-
mately 5 volts at the output of the electrometers. 
The signal at this point contains frequency components well outside 
the range of interest. These are both the high frequency uncorrelated 
noise components and also slow drifts in reactor power level. To remove 
these unwanted frequencies, the signal is put through a Krohn-Hite 550 A 
ultra low frequency band pass filter. This effectively removes frequencies 
below 0.01 cps and above 300 cps. The filtered signals are then recorded 
on two tracks of a four track Ampex SP-300 FM Tape recorder. This recorder 
has a signal-to-noise ratio of kO db and four record-reproduce speeds 
which can "be used for frequency shifting. A photograph of the equipment 
is shown in Figure 37* 
To reproduce the data, the tape recorder can be taken to the Lockheed-
Georgia Company in Marietta, Georgia, where signal will be digitized using 
an Epsco analog-to-digital converter. The converter samples the signal at 
a maximum rate of 200 conversions per second for each channel and will re-
solve the signal into 999 increments plus the sign. The digitized data 
are stored on magnetic tape compatible with the IBM-709^ digital computer. 
On calibration of the system, two points should be made. Neither 
the overall gain of the system nor the absolute phase shift of either data 
channel is important. The only requirements are: 
Figure 37* Noise Analysis Instrumentation 00 
00 
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1. Linearity of each component over the voltage range expected 
2. A flat gain response in both channels from 0.1 cps to 150 cps 
3. No interchannel phase shift from 0.1 cps to 150 cps. 
If items 2 and 3 are not satisfied, then correction factors will have to 
be applied to the reduced data. 
Each of the components described was found to be linear. Gain and 
phase of the system were checked in two ways. First, by recording a series 
of pure sine waves from a Hewlett-Packard audio oscillator on both channels 
simultaneously, and, second, by recording on both channels the output of 
a General Radio 1390-B random noise generator. These signals were intro-
duced at the input of the electrometers. The first method allowed gain 
and phase of each frequency to be measured directly. The gain plot in 
Figure 38 and the Lissajous figures in Figure 39 show that gain and phase 
corrections are very small. 
The second method allowed the recorded signal to be carried all 
the way through the digitizing process and reduction by the computer. 
Actually, two recordings were made since the spectral analysis program 
does not have sufficient resolution when a frequency band of more than 
1.5 decades is being covered. The first record was a high frequency run 
which included all frequencies up to 300 cps, which was the upper limit 
of the band pass filter. The second record was limited to 30 cps by 
changing the decade selector switch on the filter. Analysis of the tape 
was accomplished by converting from analog to digital information and pro-
cessing the data with a spectral analysis program. A complete description 
of the process is given in the following section on the experimental pro-
cedure. 
10 
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Figure 38. Gain of the Noise Analysis Instrumentation 
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Figure 59* Lissajous Figures Shoving Interchannel Phase Shift 
for the Noise Analysis Instrumentation 
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Results of the analysis are shown in Figures kO and kl. The solid 
line at the top of Figure kO is the reported power spectral density of the 
noise generator. The spectrum is white above 100 cps and is down by 6 db 
at 5 cps. The open points are the result of the numerical analysis for 
each channel and for the high and low frequency runs. Since the two runs 
are completely independent and gain adjustments were made on the equipment 
between runs, it was expected that some renormalization would be necessary. 
This is accomplished by choosing the frequency points such that the curves 
would overlap in the 60 to 100 radian per second region. The renormali-
zation was made at 62.8 rad/sec and the adjusted values are shown by the 
solid points. 
The renormalized points agree with the shape of the reported power 
spectrum between 30 and 1000 rad/sec. About 1000 rad/sec the rolloff due 
to the band pass filter becomes apparent. The seeming disagreement below 
30 rad/sec is not considered significant because specifications for the 
random noise generator were not given below this frequency. 
The relative phase shift between the channels is shown in Figure 
kl. The large peaks are due to the band pass filters not having pre-
cisely the same characteristics near the cut off point; however, this 
is no problem since the two spectra overlap. The phase shift of two de-
grees in the low frequency run can be readily compensated in the data 
analysis. 
From the curves presented in Figures 38 through kl, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The gain of channel 1 is a factor of 1.5 greater than channel 2 
2. The gain of both channels is essentially flat from 30 to 1000 
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3. The phase of channel 1 leads channel 2 by 2 degrees at 30 rad/ 
sec and lags by 2 degrees at 1000 rad/sec 
k. No difficulties are experienced in analyzing the spectrum in 
two parts. 
Although no data on the response below 30 rad/sec has been presented (due 
to the lack of a low frequency signal generator), it can be assumed that 
the response is flat to 6 2'ad/sec since all equipment with the exception 
of the band pass filters is directly coupled. These results satisfy the 
three requirements previously stated. 
Experimental Procedure 
To collect the data, the following procedure should be used. Note 
that the frequency spectrum is covered in two steps. 
1. All equipment is allowed one hour warm up time. 
2. The detectors are positioned in the reactor and the reactor is 
brought to critical at a predetermined power level (ten watts). 
3. Band pass filters are adjusted to pass 0.01 to 300 cps. 
k. With no input from the chamber, all components are adjusted 
to give a zero input to tape recorder. 
5« A two minute sample of the zero signal is recorded for refer-
ence. Tape speed is 15 inches per second. 
6. Connect the chambers and buck out the d.c. component. 
7. Adjust electrometer range switch to obtain between 1 and 10 
volts output. 
8. Record two minutes of data. 
i 
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9. Reset the upper limit on the filters to 30 cps and tape re-
corder speed to 7-1/2 inches per second. 
10. Repeat from k, only record data for 15 minutes. Use manual 
regulating rod control to adjust criticality during the run. 
The zero settings are necessary to avoid large d.c. bias which 
makes the digital analysis less accurate. The two recording speeds are 
required because the data analysis program used cannot provide sufficient 
frequency resolution when more than 1.5 decades of frequency are covered. 
Long data collection times are needed to improve the confidence limits of 
the analysis. 
The analog-to-digital conversion and analysis proceed as follows. 
1. Set the tape speed to 3-7/8 inches per second. This cuts the 
frequency range by a factor of four. 
2. Adjust the output of the tape recorder to zero for the zero 
reference section. 
3. Digitize at 200 samples pei: second. This will resolve up to 
k-00 cps. Collect 60,000 sample points. 
k. Set the tape speed to 15 inches per second for the second tape 
section and adjust for zero. 
5. Digitize at 200 samples per second. This will resolve up to 
50 cps. Collect 60,000 sample points. 
The digital conversion is to be carried out precisely in the manner 
that Lockheed processes their flight test data. Notice that the sampling 
rate is so chosen as to resolve frequencies above those present in each 
data section thus eliminating the possibility of aliasing. Also, the two 
sections gave an overlapping frequency range. 
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After the digital tapes are prepared, they are to be taken to the 
University of Georgia Computer Center at Athens, Georgia for data reduc-
tion. The programs used are Lockheed programs 3078 and 3508 with no 
changes. These are respectively a procedure to reformat the data tape 
and a standard spectral analysis program for computing power spectra, 
cross power spectra, and transfer functions. The basic equations included 
in the spectral analysis program (3508) are: 
Autocorrelation: 
N-j 
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In the above equations the following definitions were used: 
x. = time series of the input channel 
y. = time series of the response channel 
j = number of lag points 
k = number of frequency points 
N = total number of time points 
c = dimensional constant 
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At = time increment in the digitized record . 
The techniques used are described in detail in references 23 or k-6 and 
full information on the programs is available from Lockheed on request. 
After analysis, the low and high frequency portions of the spectrum are 
simply pieced together with a possible renormalization of the amplitudes 
to provide a fit in the overalpping region. 
While the upper limit of the frequency spectrum is fixed by the 
Nyquist frequency (one-half of the sampling rate), the lowest frequency 
above zero or the bandwidth is an input to the program. For the high 
frequency case, the lower limit is 10 cps and for the low frequency por-
tion 1 cps. These are chosen as a compromise between desired frequency 
resolution and computer time necessary. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The basic objective of this thesis, which was to develop a simple 
model for the analysis of space dependent modulated neutron experiments, 
has been accomplished. 
A set of space and frequency dependent neutron balance equations 
has been put into a form suitable for solution with statics techniques. 
The model, herein called the complex source method, has been successfully 
tested under a variety of conditions for pile oscillator, wave propaga-
tion, and reactor noise experiments. It has also been shown how two 
existing statics codes, CRAM and EXTERMINATOR, may be used to solve this 
type of problem. This point is important because the two codes have the 
ability to handle multidimensional, multigroup systems. 
The pile oscillator problem was investigated for two different 
reactors, NORA and the GTRR. Comparison of the results for NORA with 
detailed experimental data shows excellent agreement and points out the 
need to consider spatial effects in pile oscillator experiments. Calcu-
lations for the GTRR were not compared directly with experiment but do 
show a large space dependence and indicate that the method is applicable 
to a variety of systems. The model is shown to reduce to the static 
flux equations for the case of zero frequency and to give results that are 
completely consistent with those of other investigators. 
The wave propagation calculations were carried out for very simple 
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systems for which the solutions were known analytically. For these simple 
cases, the numerical model was found to reproduce the exact solutions thus 
showing the correctness of the model. The effects of mesh spacing and the 
difference between the diffusion and telegrapher's approximations was 
studied. 
Calculation, of space dependence of reactor noise was done for the 
GTRR. The results indicate that spatial effects become significant only 
at high frequency and show the upper frequency limit for the interpretation 
of cross correlation measurements with the space independent model. An 
experimental determination of the noise spectrum was not made; however, 
the details of a proposed experiment to measure the power spectrum, cross 
power spectrum, and transfer function between two detectors is discussed. 
This thesis has encountered several areas which need further work. 
A major problem is the convergence rate of the iterative methods used. 
New techniques are needed which will improve the running times before the 
complex source method is a practical engineering tool. The method should 
also be extended to include an arbitrary number of energy groups in the 
transport approximation. With the inclusion of linear feedback equations, 
the space-dependence of power reactor transfer functions may be studied. 
An accurate knowledge of these transfer functions is essential to the de-
velopment of safe automatic control systems for large power reactors. 
Using the complex source model, it will be possible to study potential 
instabilities in a reactor while the design is in progress rather than 
after the system is operating. 
Probably the most useful immediate application of the technique 
will be in the analysis of neutron wave experiments. The ability of the 
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method to handle multidimensional or multigroup problems will relieve the 
experimentalist of the burden of trying to approximate simple systems 
(plane wave sources) for which analytical solutions exist. He will now be 
able to do an experiment which is easy to realize in the laboratory, and 
turn to the numerical solutions for the interpretation of his results. 
The method should be extremely useful in studying the propagation of a 
neutron wave across an interface between dissimilar media. This type of 
experiment has been done by Dr. R. B. Perez at the University of Florida 
and the results are awaiting analysis. 
The noise calculations need the most work. The results discussed 
herein should be checked with a more accurate set of macroscopic cross 
sections and compared with experimental data. Assuming that the experi-
ment establishes the validity of the method, the technique can then be 
extended to power reactors and used as a basis for the synthesis of equa-
tions required in a space-dependent control system. 
Finally, it should be pointed out that the ability of statics codes 
to solve a problem for which they were obviously not intended is remark-
able. These codes are extremely flexible and should be considered an 
algorithm for the solution of general sets of differential equations. 
With this interpretation, the codes can be of great value when applied to 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
The finite difference equations programmed in CHARLIE were derived 
in the same manner as those in AIM-6 (^8). First rewrite the differential 
equations 23 through 26 in Chapter II using the cross sections defined by-
equations 27 through 32. 
Fast real (group l): 
DiV2^! - Ai*i + C;L_, !«! + C2_> !*2 + C3_, !*3 + C4-> !*4 = - Sx (l) 
Fast imaginary (group 2): 
D2V
2<I>2 - A2«>2 - C 2 _ ! * ! + C 2 _ 2^2 " C 4 _ i « 3 + C3_> ! * 4 = - S 2 (2) 
Thermal r e a l (group 3 ) : 
33V
2<P3 - A3*3 + C1_¥3<J?1 + 0 4 ^ 3 * 4 = - S 3 (3) 
Thermal imaginary (group k): 
D4V
2$4 - A4*4 + Cj->3«2 - C4_3<I>3 = - S 4 (k) 
In one-dimensional, cy l indr ica l geometry 
^ . *!| + ± ij* . (5) 
dr^ r dr 
The central difference approximation at point n is 
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V2<X>n = 
<j>n-i _ 2®11 + $ n + 1 1 $ n + i _ $ n - i 
h 1 r^ 2h 
(6) 
where h = mesh spacing. 
Substituting equation 6 into 1 through k and redefining constants 
Pi^i"1 + Qi*2 + Ri<J>?+1 + Ca-n*^ + C3HE.I«§-+ 0^1*5 = - S? (7) 
P^l"1 + Qg*i + -R2$l
+ x - C ^ 2»S + C3-, i*S - C 4- !*§ = - Si (8) 
Pa^a"1 + Q3*§ + R3*3
+1 + C4-»3*2 + 0^3*1 = - S§ 
P^S"1 + 04*4 + R4*4






= D i Di 
i h 5 ' 2hrn 
(11) 
n Di Di 
R-? 2 -s + ll v,2 h^ 2hr n 
(12) 
2D± 
0i = Ci-* i - Aj_ 7-5- (13) 
At the interface I between two regions the neutron current must be 
continuous. 
j - (D - J+( I ) 
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Using the equations from AIM-6, the currents are 
J"(I) = - -5 (l - ̂ - X * 1 - * I _ 1) + | [source - removal^ (1*0 
> , / , /• 
J+(I) = + =-, (1 + ~ ) ( $ I - G1-1) + ~ [source - removal^ (15) 
The primed quantities indicate the region to the right of the boundary. 
Equating 1^ and 15 for each group of neutrons, the interface equations can 
be put in the same form as equations 7 through 10 except that the coeffi-
cients have been modified as indicated by the asterisk. For example, the 
group one equation would be 
Pftl " 1 + Q*0* + R*0j
+1 + c L 1*1 + CL i*£ + Cl+ i*J = - S*1 (16) 
where P* = hP. (17) 
R* = h'R.' (18) 
l l 
Q*_hQi h'Qj Dj - Dj , . 
\= — + - 2 - + 2 r T ^ 
c L i 4 0 ^ i + 7 C2'__» x (20) 
r* - h r 4- h r ' (21) 
u3-> 1 = 2 3"* x "2" 3~> x 
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i * - h 
'4 -» 1 - " ^ 4 - * j . + ~ (-'4-> 1 2 (22) 
s*1^ p i ^ toi (23) 
and for the addit ional equations 
^4-» 3 - p ^4-* 3 + ~ 4̂-> 3 
Ul-> 3 -t c + lL r' 
2 u i - + 3 2 1~* 3 
(25) 
dG* i i 
At the left hand boundary of the system r = 0 and -=— = 0. Thus <D"X = <&-"-
for symmetry. The Laplacian at r = 0 is 
lim 
r-> o 
y 2 = lim d
2
 + l j _ = 2 ^ 
r-> o dr2" r dr dr' 
(26) 
and 
-<P(0) = 2 
C1"1 - 2<J>° + 0 1 
h 2 
4(d)1 - <E°) 
h 2 
(27) 
At the left hand boundary the constants in equations 7 through 10 become 




i h 2 
(30) 
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The other coefficients do not change. 
At the right hand boundary B the flux is set to zero at the extra-
polated boundary of the system. 
*B , dC>, _ _B di T-B 
$. + d. —- = 0 or *. - TT=- J. = 0 i i dr Di 
(3D 
where d is the extrapolation distance 
d. = 3D. 
l l 
0.710^66 
1 + 0.710^66 x 3 Pi 
2 r B -
(32) 
Using this condition simply changes the coefficients to 
hd-








































^ S^i <39) 
R h d 2 ,, x 
2 D. '2 
cLs'l^C^a (41) 
These equations completely describe the system and when arranged in 
matrix form, M M = [-S] the solution vector * may be found by matrix 







The two statics codes mentioned in the text, CRAM and EXTERMINATOR, 
have "been modified slightly from the standard versions. These changes 
have all been incorporated into the working versions of the codes and may 
be obtained by writing directly to the following persons: 
For CRAM write to: 
Mr. Gene Volk 
Atomic Power Development Associates 
1911 First Street 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
For EXTERMINATOR write to: 
Mr. T. B. Fowler 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
P. 0. Box Y 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831 
The two codes written at Georgia Tech are in ALGOL for the Burrough's 
B-5500. Listings for CHARLIE and NOISE are given below. The description 
of the input data should be clear from comments included in the programs. 
* C H A R L I E 0 
X 
10 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 2 0 
X A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE SPACE DEPENDENT REACTOR 40 
X TRANSFER FUNCTION IN THE ONE DlMFNSIONAL (CYLINDRICAL) 50 
X TWO QROUP APPROXIMATION, 6Q 
% THE EQUATIONS ARE SOLVED BY THE CONGUGATE GRADIENT METHOD 70 
I 80 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 90 
* R N MACDONALD HO 
* SCHOOL OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING 120 
% GrORGTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY ?30 
* * ATLANTA* GEORGIA "*"*"" 
* 25 FEBRUARY 1966 X 5 0 
X 
X * * * * * * 
X 
160 
* * * * * 170 
180 
X RESTRICTIONS IN T H E PROGRAM *JJ? 
X 
X NOR • NUMBER OF REGIONS S 5 
X NPT • NUMBER OF POINTS £ 26 
X 




% NOM - NUMBER OF ANGuLAR VELOCITIES TO BE CALCULATED S 20 230 
* NPC • NUMBER OF PRECURSORS S 15 
X 









X NORM a 0 BUILT IN GAIN NORMAI IZATION 
% • 1 READ IN GAIN NORMALIZATION 310 
X NCPS * 0 USE THE DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 320 
* • 1 USE THE TELEGRAPHERS EQUATIONS 330 
% NSLF « 0 DO NOT PuNCH FLUX CARDS 340 




* 10 « 0 OMIT CRAM CROSS SECTIONS 36O 
% « 1 COMPUTE AND PUNCH CROSS SECTIONS FOR CRAM 370 
% CRIT « 0 NO SEARCH FOR CRITICAL HEIGHT 38O 
* « 1 SEARCH FOR CRITICAL HEIGHT BY CHANGING B*2 390 
% DVARY. DELTA B*2 FOR THE FIRST STEP IN THE SEARCH 400 
BEGIN HI 
INTEGER I, J, K* NOR, NPC, L* M* N, KK* NOS* ITR* NORM* 430 
INTEGER NRT, NOM, COUNT* CRIT* ITER, ID) 440 
INTEGER NCPS* NSLFJ 4*0 
ALPHA ARRAY TITLECOt12)J 4 6 o 
REAL ARRAY SIGA* NUSIGF* D* SIGRC012*01251 P SIG1T02C 01251* 470 
PHI*SC0U04l# HC0151* 0MEGAC012O1* 48O 
STGR1. SIGR2tOs53* VCQf2*Q853* 490 
NORF* NORT* NGF, NGT* 5 0 0 
GAINF* GAlNTp pHASEF* PHASETC0t26], 5 i 0 
BETA* LAMBDA C o U 5 ] * XC0I253) 520 
SAVE REAL ARRAY MTXCOt104*01104] J c 3 0 
REAL ARRAY EXDC0I23) c 4 0 
INTEGER ARRAY NIF[0I5U 550 
REAL W* Z* BEFF* EPS* DET, DET1* DET2* DVARY* BSQ i 560 
REAL VUL,SXVJ 5/0 
DEFINE VAKY«BSQ# I 5 8 o 
DEFINE FURJ « FOR J*l STEP I UNTIL NOR DO # I 590 
LABEL LO* LI* L2* L3* L4* L7* L8 I 6 0 0 
FILE FTAPE 2(2*10)1 6 l 0 
FILE CARD (2*10)1 6 2 0 
FILE OUT PRINT 4(2*15)1 6 3 o 
FILE OUT PUNCH 0(2*10)1 6 4 o 
FORMAT FMT1 (12A6)) 650 
FORMAT FMT2 (6112)1 6 6 0 
FORMAT FMT3 (6R12.5)) 6 7 0 
FORMAT FMT4 (1 H2*4R12. 5) J 6 8 0 
FORMAT FMT5 (113*5Rl5»8 )) 6 9 0 
FORMAT FMT6 (" I BETACI) LAMBOACU »* // ) J 700 
FORMAT FMT7 ( H 2 * 2R15.8 / )> 710 £ 
FORMAT FMT8 (5R12.5)* 7 2 0 
FORMAT FMT9 (» I RADIUS* CM", X5, "FAST REAL"* 730 
" FAST IMAG. SLOW REAL SLOW IMAG." // >J 740 
FORMAT FMT10(//"REGI0N",I7," GROUP 1 GROUP 2 »>// 750 
"SIGMA REMOVAL •"* 2Ri5.8,X9,"RADIUS *%IR15,5// 760 
"NU SIGMA FISSION •», 2R15.8,X9,"INTERFACE NO. « s M I 1 2 // 770 
"SIGMA TRANSFER »"MRl5.8#X24,"HEIGHT *%1R15.5// 780 
"DIFFUSION COEF, *», 2Rl5.8#X9,"BUCKLING *",1R15.9// 790 
"VELOCITY, CM/SEC = ", 8 0 o 
2E15.5 / / / / ) ! 8 1 0 
FORMAT F M T H (//" BETA EFFECTIVE * », 1R15.8 )J fl20 
FORMAT FMT12 (X20, "INPUT SOURCE" //)J Q 3 0 
FORMAT FMT13 (X20> "CALCULATED FLUX", X10* "OMEGA *", 1R15.5, 840 
" RAD/SEC"* XiO, I3> " ITERATIONS REQUIRED" //)J RSn 
FORMAT FMT14 (X20,"GAIN AND PHASE SHIFT CALCULATION", X13, "OMEGA *", 860 
1R15.5** RAD/SEC"// X38, "FAST"* X44, "THERMAL"* / 870 
" I RADIUS, CM", X8, "GAIN"* X8, "NORM* GAIN", 880 
X8, "PHASE"* X16* "GAIN", XB, "NORM, GAIN", X8> "PHASE" 890 
// )) $00 
FORMAT FMT15 (5112,1R12.5) I J l 0 
FORMAT FMT16(1I12>" ITERATIONS WERE PERFORMED ON Z TO FIND A ", 920 
"CRITICAL DETERMINANT" //, X20> " HEIGHT «", lR12t5, 930 
X5> "BUCKLING «" 1E12.5 ) | *&0 
FORMAT FMT17C////X20#"DATE «", X6# 1A5> // 950 
X20#"PR0CESS0R TIME »",lR15t5>" SECONDS", // 960 
X20>"I/0 TIME »",lR15t5>" SECONDS" >J 970 
FORMAT rMT18(H3,2Rl5,8,lRl5t8,lR15.8,x5»lR15.8,lRl5.8MRl5.8)J 980 
FORMAT FMT34 (6E12.5)* 990 
FORMAT FMT34A("FAST REAL GROUP OMEGA ««, 1R12.5H 1000 
FORMAT FMT34B("THERMAL REAL GROUP OMEGA »", 1R12.5)J 1010 
FORMAT FMT34C("FAST IMAGINARY GROUP OMEGA «", IR12.5)J t020 
FORMAT FMT34D("THERMAL IMAGINARY GROUP OMEGA • ", IR12.5)) 1030 
LIST LIST1 (FOR I M STEP 1 UNTIL 12 DO T I T L E C D ) * 1040 
LIST LIST2 (NOR, FOR J*i STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO NIF(J])J 1050 
LIST LIST3 (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO XTNIFCJH, Z )) 1060 H 
LIST LIST4 (FOR J M STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO fJ,SIGAt1,J], SIGA£2,J1, 1070 G 
XCNIFtJ)3# NUSlGftlfJJ, NUsiGFt2#JJ, NIFUl* 
SIG1T02CJ3, Z> Dtl,J3, DE2,J3, BSQ* VC1*J3> VC2,J3 3); 
LIST LIST5 ( FOR 1*1 STF? 1 UNTIL NOM DO OMEGACI3)J 
LIST LIST6 (NOS); 
LIST LIST23 (FOR I M S T E P 1 UNTIL NOS DO U, SC4*J*13, S[4xj*23, 
St4xj*3], sC4xj*43 3 ) ) 
LIST LIST7 (NPC )l 
LIST LISTS (FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL NPC DO CBETAU3, LAMBDA[I3])J 
LIST LIST9 (FOR 1*0 STEP 1 yNTIL NPT DO U , XC13, PHIC4xI + n , 
P H U 4 X U 3 3 * PHIf4xI*23. PHU4*I+43 3)1 
LIST LISTIO (FOR J M STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO SIGAC1,J3)J 
LIST LIST11 (FOR J*i S T E P 1 UNTIL NOR DO $IGAC2,J3)J 
LIST LIST12 (FOR J M S T E P 1 UNTIL NOR DO NUSIGFC\>J3 )j 
LIST LIST13 (FOR J*l S T E P I UNTIL NOR nO NUSIGFf?.Jl)I 
LIST LISTH (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR 00-OCl*J))l 
LIST LIST15 (FOR J M STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO DC2*J3)J 
LIST LIST16 (FOR J*i STEP 1 UNTIL NOR 00 SIG1T02[JJ)J 
LIST LISTl/ (FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO V£i#J3)J 
LIST LI$T1?A(F0R J*i STEP 1 UNTIL NOR f)0-VC2#J)>J 
LIST LISTl»(FOR 1*0 STEP 1 UNTIL NPT DO It, XCI3, -S[4xl+13, 
-SC4XI*3)*-St4xU2J #«SC4xu A]])| 
LIST LIST19 (FOR U\ STEP 1 UNTIL NPC DO CI# BETACI3* LAMBDAU33>> 
LIST LIST20 (0MEGA£C0UNT3# iTR)l 
LIST LIST21 (NOM )J 
LIST LIST22 (FOR I + o STEP 1 UNTIL NPT DO CI# XC13, GAINFCI 3, 
NGFU 1#-pHASePCI 3# GAlNTtI 3# NGTtI 3> PHASETCI 
LIST LIST24 (ITER, Z, BSQ)I 
LIST LIST25 (TIME(0)# TiME(2>/60p TlME(3)/60 )I 
LIST LIST36 (FOR U o ST£P 1 UNTIL NPT DO NORFCI))i 
LIST LIST37 (FOR I+o STEP 1 UNTIL NPT DO NORTH))* 
LIST LIST38 ( N O R M # N C P S # N S L F , I D P C R I T # D V A R Y ) I 
LIST LIST39 (FOR J*I STEP 4 UNTIL 4*NPT+I DO PHICJ3); 
% 
% THE NEXT 4 CARDS CALL A DETERMINATE ROUTINE FROM THE LIBRARY 
$S B T008 






































03 t DIAG • AtI#I] y D «• D x DIAG x 1,00+01 I 
PROCEDURE UTILA (FILID) I FILE FILID J % 
% THIS PROCEDURE STORES CARDS ON TAPE 
X 
BEGIN FILE CARDR (5,10) I ARRAY AC0I91 > LABEL L ) % 
WHILE TRUE DO BEGIN X 
READ <CARDR#10,At*3)CL1 ) % 
MRITECFiLID»10»AC*)) ) X 
END I X 
Lt REWIND (FILID) I X 
END UTILA I * 
PROCEDURE ITERATECGM(N,M#A,X,B>ILL)J 
% SOLVES A SYSTEM 0 F N EQUATIONS IN M UNKNOWNS BY THE 
X CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD 
X 
VALUE N»M I 
INTEGER N>M# ILL J 
ARRAY ACO#<n> X, BtOl J 
BEGIN 
I#I1*I2 f 
Ri*R2j iALP,BET f C*CHECK>C2iCHECK2) 














DO X m + liOJ 
M DO 
Ri «• 0 I 
IF 1*4 THEN 
FOR 114-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 1*4 DO 
Rl • Rl • AC I,111 x XCI11 i 
IF I>5 THEN IF ISM-4 THEN 
FOR 11*1-4 STEP 1 UNTIL 1 + 4 DO 
Rl • Rl • ACI,I1] x XCIll ) 
IF I>M-4 THEN 




































1750 M M 
-J 
Rl «• Rl • AC I»111 x XC113 I 
R t n • B t n - RI y 
END i 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
BEGIN 
Rl • 0 I 
IF 154 THEN 
FOR I1M sTEP 1 UNTIL 1 + 4 DO 
Rl «• Rl + AC II^ 13 x Rein I 
IF I>5 THEN IF ISN-4 THEN 
FOR 11*1-4 STEP 1 UNTIL |*4 DO 
Rl • Rl • ACll#U x RC111 J 
IF I>N-4 THEN 
FOR 11*1-4 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 
Rl * Rl • ACli»l] x R e m | 
pen > RI ; 
ATRCI] > Rl I 
END I 
FOR ILL • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 9*N DO 
BEGIN 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL M DO 
BEGIN 
Rl «• 0 } 
IF IS4 THEN 
FOR 114-1 STEP 1 UNTIL 1*4-00-
Rl • Rl • A C I ^ i n x PCIU I 
IF 1*5 THEN IF ISM-4 THEN 
FOR I14-I-4 STEP 1 UNTIL I** DO 
Rl > Rl • AtI,IiJ x PCIlr ) 
IF I>M«4 THEN 
FOR IH-I-4 STEP 1 UNTIL H DO 
Rl «• Rl + Ad,111 x PC 111 J 
APcn • RI ; 
END } 
Rl «•• R2 «• 0 I 









































R2 • R2 > ATR t H x ATRtll I 2120 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL M 00 2130 
Rl • Rl • A P C n x APCI1 J 
ALP • R2 / Rl J 
CHECK*0J 
CHECK2*0I 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 \\Vo 
Bfc>GIN ?i 90 
x x m «• xt i ] i 2 2 0 0 
XCIJ • XC13 • ALP x P c n ) 2 2 l 0 
c • ABS(xxcn/xcn -1.0)1 2220 
C2*A8S(XXrn«xCl3)) 2230 
IF O C H E C K THEN CHECK «• c t 2240 
IF C2>CHEcK2 THEN CHECK2*C2I 2250 
E N D ' 2260 
IF CHECKii.0?-05 THEN IF CHECK2S1,0^-07 THEN GO TO L&) 2270 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL M 00 2260 
R C H > RC13 •- ALP x AP£I1 I 2290 
FOR I • 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N 00 2300 
BEGIN 2 3 l 0 
R * •" 0 I 9"*20 
IF 1*4 THEN laao 
FOR I l M STEP 1 UNTIL 1 + 4 DO 2340 
Rl • Rl • Atllfll x R[I1] j 2350 
IF 1*5 THEN IF ISN-4 THEN 2360 
FOR Il*I-4 STEP 1 UNTIL 1+4 00 2370 
Rl «• Rl • ACI1#I3 x R n n I 2380 
IF I>N-4 THEN 2 3 9 0 
FOR 11*1-4 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 2400 
Rl «• Rl • ACI1#I3 x Rtlll I 2410 
ATRCI] > Rl I 2 4 2 0 
END \< , SS 
Rl • 0 J 2 a 4 0 
FOR I «• 1 STEP 1 UNTIL N DO 2450 
Rl • Rl • ATR[I3 x ATRCI] I 2460 
BET « Rl / R2 J 
FOR I • l STEP 1 UNTIL N Dfl 
PCI1 • BET x PCI! • ATRCI3 I 
END I 
L8t END ITERATECGM I 

































X REGIONS AND INTERFACE NUMBERS 
X RADII AND HEIGHT 
X VELOCITY FOR GROUP 1 
X VELOCITY FOR GROUP 2 
X SIGMA REMOVAL FOR GROUP 1 
X SIGMA REMOVAL FOR GROUP 2 
X NU SIGMA FISSION FOR GROUP 1 
X NU SIGMA FISSION FOR GROUP 2 
X DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR GROUP \ 
X DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR GROUP 2 
X SIGMA SCATTER GROUP 1 TO 2 
X NUMBER OF PRECURSORS 
X BETAS AND LAMBDAS 
X NUMBER OF FREQUENCIES 
X FREQUENCIES 
X NORMALIZATION FOR GROUP 1 
X NORMALIZATION FOR GROUP 2 STEP I UNTIL NPC DO BEFF*BEFF + BETAC11) 
NIFCOl+O! 







































B £ G I N 2840 
H t J l < - < X t N l F C j n - x t N l F C J - l J 3 ) / ( N l F t J l - N I F r J M 3 ) J 2B50 
FUR N4.NIFCJ-1U1 STEP 1 UNTIL N I F N 3 DO 2860 
XCN3 <• XCN-13 • HCJ3) 2 8 r o 
"«•« ' iSS 
RSQ • < 3 . 1 4 1 3 9 2 6 5 / Z ) * 2 > ?ooo 
% PRINT THE INPUT ? O 1 A 
WRITMPRINTCPAGE3)J 9020 
WRIT£<PRINT,FMT1 , L I S T l >> OQ?0 
WRITE(PRINT>FMT10,LIST4)) 9040 
WRITE(PRINT,FMT6)J P050 
WRITfe(PRINT*FMT7#LlSTl9)l „ f i 0 
WRITfcCPRlNT#FMTll,BEFF)J PoTo 
COUNTfH d v r u 
X READ SOURCES 
L8t IF COUNTal THEN BEGIN 
FOR IM STEP 1 UNTIL 4*NIFCN0R3*4 60 StI3 • 0 I 3X10 
READ(CARD#FMT2#LIST6)) % NUMBER OF SOURCES 3020 
READ(CARD#FMT4#LIST23)I % SOURCES 3030 
FOR U l STEP 1 UNTIL 4xNIF(NOR3*4 DO SC11 ••-•SCII I 3040 
WRIT£<PRINTCPAGE])I ^ c ^ 
WRIUCPRINT ,FMT12)J Jn60 
WRITE(PRINT#FMT9)| ,"2^ 
WRITECPRINT#FMT5 ,LISTl8)J ,nBO 
ENDJ u 
* INTEGRAL OF THE SQURCE TIMES VOLUME ??00 
sxv •01 l\xl 
VOL > 0 .785398 * X t l 3 * 2 I *\2Q 
FORJ«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO l\3o 
SXV «• SQRT(SCJ3*2 • SN+2>*2> x V0L • SXV1 3140 
FOR N«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NPT-1 00 3 l 5 0 
BEGIN III0 
VOL • 0 .785398X( (XCN]*XtN + n ) * 2 - (XCN-11*X[NJ) *2 ) l 3170 
FOR JMxN + t STEP 1 UNTIL 4XN + 2 DO 3180 












VOL * 3,141592 x ( (XfNPTJ*2) -(X1NPTM3 • XCNPT3 >*2 / 4 ) J 
FOR J*4XNPT+1 STEP 1 UNTIL 4XNPT+2 DO 
SXV • SQRTCSCJ]*2 • $N+23*2) x V0L • SXVI 
FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO BEGIN 
SIGRC1,J] «• SIGACl>J3 • DClpJ] x BSQ ) 










AA,CCC0151, BB,DDfSIGTFCOt253, P>Q,R,TtOl2>0l253 I 















" Dl * 
IGR t m 
AA • 
DO • 













































































SS SECTIONS FOR 
0",X13>; 
0 









































FORMAT FMT3K"* SOURCE ON NEXT 8 CARDS* / "1*111,»D V - 356O 
"tE-9 1E*9 1E*9 1E+9 1E+9"/ 3570 
0t0 0#0 0.0 0.0 0.0"/ 358O 
0#0 °»° 0*0 0.0 0.0"/ 3590 
2'2 0.0 0,0 l t0 0.0"/ 3600 
I °*° 0*0 0.0 0.0 0.0"/ 3610 
0,0 OtO 0.0 0.0 0.0"/ 3620 
0t0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0"/ 3630 
" °*° 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0")J 3640 
FORMAT FMT32C"* HEIGHT*", IR12.5,X9,"BUCKLING *"1R12.9 U ^ 5 0 
FORMAT FMT33C80AD) £°*I 
LIST LIST26(F0R J M STEP 1 UNTIL NOR 00 J ) I 3*70 
LIST LIST27(F0RJ Dtl,J3,F0Rj DC2,J],F0RJ SIGR1CJ3 , FORJ SIGR2CJ3 > 3680 
FORJ AAfJ3 , FORJ BB[NIFCJ-13*13 > FORJ DDCN1FC J-l 3 + 1 3 > 3690 
FORJ Ttl#NlFtJ-llM3 > FORj Tt2>NIF[ J M 3 + 13 , 37OO 
FORJ SIG1T02EJ3 » 37{0 
FORJ QU,NIFCJ-13*13, FORJ Q|2,NIFtJ-13+13# 3720 
FORJ P C 1 # N I F C J - 1 3 * 1 3 * FORJ Pt2,NIFtJ-l3*13# 3730 
FORJ Rci#NIrtJ-tJ*lJ,-FORJ Rf2,NIF[J-t3+13 > I 3740 
LIST LIST28<J,DC1,J3#DC1*J3,D[2»J1,DC2,JJ3) 375o 
LIST LIST29(6IGRlCJ3#SlGRlCj3#S|<5R2CJ3tSiGR2tJ3)) 3760 
LIST LIST30(AACJ3>-TCi#NlFtJ«13^t3#SlGlT02tJ3)l 3770 
LIST LIST3i(Ttl>NIFCJ-l3*i3,AACJ3»SIGlT02CJ3)l 3780 
LIST LlST32(BBCNlFtJ-U + 13*-0DCNlFCJ-n + 13,-TC2,NlFtJ-13 + l3)l 3790 
LIST LIST33(DDCNIFCj«t]4i],BBCNIFCJ-13*n#TC2#NIFtJ*13 + U ) r 3800 
LIST LIST34CZ,BSQ)J IV!Q 
LIST LIST35CF0R 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 72 DO CHARCI33I 3R20 
COMMENT COMPUTE CONSTANTS T 3830 
W«.0MEGACC0UNT3J 11** 
IF CRIT«1 THEN W*oJ ^ 6 0 
SUMI+OJ ill" 
IF B£FF#0 THEN 3ggQ 
FOR U i STEP 1 UNTIL NPC DO 3890 SUM1* SUM1+ LAM8DAtI3*2 x BETACI3 / CW*2 + LAM8DAU3*2 )J 900 FOR J*l STEP  UNTIL OR DO
AA[J3 «- (1 - BEFF • SUMl)xNUSlGFtl*J3l * 0?n 
SUM2*0J *l'" 
IF B£FF#0 THEN ,oftO 
FOR U l STEP 1 UNTIL NPC DO 3**0 
SUM2* SUM2+ WxLAMB0AtI]xBETACl3 / (W*2 • < LAMBDAC I]*2) J 3o6o 
FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO llf* 
CCfJ3 • NUSIGF[1#J] x SUM2I 3 ^ Q 
COMMENT INTERIOR POINTS* ?^0O 
FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO 4^10 
FUR N*NIF(J-U + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL NIFTJ3 DO BEGIN 4o20 
TEMP <• 1.0/HCJ3 - 0.5/XCN3J A O 3 O 
PC1#N3 * DCi#J3xTEMP / MCJ3J AnAo 
PC2,N3 • DT2>J3xTEMP / H C J U Jo50 
TEMP • l.O/HCJI • Of5/XCN3) 4 060 
Rtl#N3 • DCi*J3xTEMP / HCJjJ 40?rt 
RC2#N3 «• Dt2#J3xTEMP / HCJll 4 A 6 0 
BBCN3 «• (1-BEFF + SUM1)XNUSIGFC2#J3I A A O Q 
DDCN3 • NUSIGFC2*J]XSUM2I 4 J 0 Q 
QC1#N)+AA[J]-- SiGRCtjtJ) '-- gXDC l# J3/HCJ1*2 I 4116 
0C2>N3*-SIGRC2,J3 -2xDt2,J3/HCJ3*2 I 4120 
Ttl,N3 • CCfJ 1 • W / V I W J j r 4,3b 
TC2.N3 • W/VC2,J3> 4 } 4 0 
IF NCPS«1 THEN BEGIN 4 } 5 Q 
QC1>N3 • QCt*N3 • 3 x Dfl*J1 x W*2 / V(1»J)*2J 4160 
QC2#N3 •• Qt£*N3 • 3x Dt2*J3 x W*2 / VC2#J3*2J 41f0 
Tri#N3 • Tfi#N1 • H/VC1#J3 x 3 x DC1#Jl x SIGRC1#J]J 4180 
Tt2*N3 • Tt2*N] • W/V[2,J3 x 3 x DC2,J3 x SIGRC2*J3J 4190 
E N D I 4200 
SIGTFCN3 • SIG1T02U3) ENDI 4910 
COMMENT INTERFACE POINTS* 40*0 
FOR J*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR-1 DO BEGIN 4030 
N*NIFCJ3> llll 
PC1#N3 • HCJ3 x PCl*N3l 4 P 5 0 
Pf2*N3 • HCJ3 x PC2#N3I 4 P 6 0 
Q U > N 3 • HCJ3xQtl#Nl/2 + HCJ+13xQci*N*n/2+CDtl*J3-OCl#J*l3) 
/ (2xXCN3) } a 2 8 0 
QC2#N] «• HN3xQC2>N]/2 • HCJ*11*«C2>N*l1/2- • 4090 
(OC2#j3-Df2*J*n)/ (2xXCN3) J 4300 
RCl>N3 «• Dtl,j4.nx(lt0/HNMJ4.0*5/X[N3)J 43IO 
RC2#N] <• Dc2#J + Ux(lt0/HtJ+n4.0i5/XCN3)l 4320 
Ttl,N) «• <HCJ3xTCl,N3 • HC J+ljxTC t >N + t ] )/2J 4330 
Tl2,N] * (HCJ)xTC2,N3 • HC J M jxTC 2,N+1) )/2J 4340 
B«CN3 • (HCJ]XBBfN3 • HCJ+lJxBBCN+l] )/2> 4350 
DUtN3 «• (HCJ3XOD[N3 + HCJ+ljxDDCN+t] )/2* 436O 
SIGTFCN3 • C H C J ] X S I G T F C N 1 + HCJ+l3xSIGTFCN+13)/2J 4370 
V CQUNT-1 THEN 43 8 o 
FUR I4.4XN + 1 STEP 1 UNTIL 4xN + 4 00 4390 
SCI] • CHCJ] • HCvl + 13) x SCI) / 21 44O0 
E N D ;
 t 4 4 i 0 
NT RIGHT HAND BoUNDRYl 4J2O 
N*NIFCN0R3) 4 4 3 0 
FOR U l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO 4440 
EXDCI3 «> 3>«DCl*N0R]x(0 t710466/Cl+O t7lO466x 4 4 5 0 
C3X0CI>N0RJ/<2XXCN]) ) ) ) | 44*0 
QC1#N3 4. Q C l , N 3 x E x 0 C l ) x H C N 0 R ) / ( 2 x D C l * N 0 R 3 ) * E X D t l V C 2 x x C N l ) - l i 4470 
QC2»N3 4. QC2#N3xExOC23xHCNQR3/C2xDC2,NOR)) + EXDC23/C2xXCN3)«i; 4480 
P U # N ] * PCl,N]xExDCl)xHCNOR3/OCl#NOR3) 4490 
PC2*N3 4. PC2#N3*ExDt2)xHCNOR3/DC2>NOR3J 4500 
TCI11N3 4. TCl,N3xExDCl]xHCNOR)/(2xDCl#NOR3); 4510 
TC2*N] 4. TC2*N3xExDC23XHCNOR3/(2xDC2*NOR3)l 4520 
BBC N3 • BBC N3xEX0c2]xHCN0R3/(2xDC2*NOR3)J 4530 
DOC N] 4. DDT N1xEXDC23xHCN0R3/C2xDC2#N0R))l 4540 
SIGTF(N) • $lGTFtNlxExDC23xHCNQRl/C2xDC2,NQR])> 4550 
IF COUNT*! THEN 4560 
FOR U4XN4.1 STEP 2 UNTIL 4XN+3 DO BEGIN 4 5 7 0 
S U l «- S f l 3 * EXOCl) * HCN0R3 / C2 K"DC1#N0R))I 458O 
S t m i «• S C I * 1 ] * EXDC23 x HCN0R3 / C2 x DC2#NOR3>J 4590 
ENDi 
COMPUTE MODIFIED CROSS SECTIONS FOR CRAM 
4600 
4610 
IF 10*1 THEN BEGIN 
FOR J«-l STEP 1 UNTIL NOR DO BEGIN 
S I G R H J ] «. S l G R t l , J ] I 
SIGR2CJ] • SlGRf2,j] I 
IF NCPS-1 THEN BEGIN 
SIGRHJ] + S I G R I C j] - 3xDCl,jlxW*2/VCl,J1*2 J 
SXGR2CJ) • SIGR2C jl - 3xD£2, Jl*W*2/VC 2, Jl*2 > 
ENDI 
END * 
W R I U (PRINTtPAGEl) J 
WRITE (PRINT,FMTl,LlSTt>* 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT22,W) J 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT19#LIST26) J 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT32,LIST34)i 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT20#LIST27) J 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT2i,EXDtUj»EXD[2l) I 
WRITE (PUNCH,FMT30»W)| 
WRITt (PUNCH,FMT32,LIST34)I 





WHITE (PTAPCFMT25 )J 
WHITE (PTAPE,FMT26 )J 
WHITE < P T A P E , F M T 2 7 , L I S T 3 0 > ; 
WHITE (PTAPE,FMT28,LIST31)J 
WHITE (PTAPE,FMT28,LIST32)J 
WHITE ( P T A P E , F M T 2 7 , L I S T 3 3 ) ) 
REWIND<PTAPe>r 
FOR K*l -STEP I UNTIL 8 DO BEGIN 
READ (PTAPE,FMT33,LIST35)J 
FUR i + \ STEP I UNTIL 80 00 











































GO TU L7 \ 
END! 
COMMENT LEFT HAND B O U N D R Y * 
QC1#0] «. Qtljll •-2KDJ1»1]/HC11*2I 
QC2#0J • 0(2,13 - 2xDr2#13/H(13*2* 
RC1#0) • 4xDtl,13/H(U*2J 
R(2>03 • 4x0(2*13/Htl3*2J 
TCUOJ • T t m i l 
TC2#0l + T ( 2 , 1 3 J 
88(03 • BBC H i 
DDC03 • 00 (131 
SIGTF(03 • SIGTTCt 31 
COMMENT LOAD COEFIClENT MATRIX* 
KK4.(NPT*1)X4 ) 
L5« FOR U\ STEP 1 U N T I L KK DO FOR j*% 
FOR M*0 STEP 1 UNTIL NPT DO BEGIN 
N*4XM*1I 
MTX(N,N3 «• 0(1,M3J 
MTX(N,N+13 <• B B ( M 3 I 
MTX(N,N*23 «• T(t,M3r 
MTX(N,N+33 «• DDCM3I 
MTX(N+1,N3 • SIGTECM3I 
MTX(N+t,N+l3 • 0(2,M3J 
MTx(N4.1,N + 33 • T(2,M3J 
MTX(N+2,N3 • -T(l#M3i 
MTX(N + 2,N*U «• *DD(M3; 
MTX(N+2,N+23 • Q(1,M3J 
MTX(N4.2,N*33 «• BBCM3J 
MTX(N+3,N+i3 «• -T(2#M3I 







































MTXtN+3,N+33 • Q[2,M3; 
END* 
FOR M*| STEP 1 UNTIL NPT DO BEGIN 
N + 4XM + U 
MTXCN,N«41 • PCI,Ml) 
MTXCN*l,N-33 «• PC2,MJJ 
MTXCN+2,N-2] • Ptl,Hi; 
MTXCN+3,N-il • PC2,M]J 
ENDJ 
FOR M*0 STEP 1 UNTIL NPT-1 DO BEGIN 
N«-4XM+U 
MTXCN#N + A1 <• RC1,M]) 
MTXCN+1,N*5] «• RC2,M]J 
MTXCN+2#N+63 • RU,M1J 
MTXCN + 3#N*71 «• RC2,M]J 
END* 
COMMENT SEARCH FOR CRITICAL DETERMINANT* 




DET <• OETERMINANT(KK#MTX,EPS> * 
IF DCTaO THEN BEGIN 
L6I CRlT^Oi 
HHITE(PRINT#FMT16#LIST24)1 
GO TO LI J 
ENDI 
IF ITER«1 THEN B E Q I N 
ITER 4.ITER • U 
VARY * VARY • DVARY* 
OETi • OET1 
GO TO L21 
END) 
ITER + ITER*U 






































OVARY • -DET2 x DvARY/CDET2-DETl)) 
IF ABS(DVARY)<t,0$-09 THEN GO TO L6 
VARY «• VARY + DVARY ) 
Z • 3,14159265 x SQRTC1,0/VARY)f 
DET1 «• DET2) 
GO TU L2I 
END) 
% SOLVE FOR THE FLUXS 
FOR H I STEP 1 UNTIL KK DO PHHI34-0 I 
L4t ITERATECGM(KK*KK#MTX#PHI#S#ITR)| 
FOR H I STEP 1 UNTIL KK DO PHIt H+PHICI3/SXV) 
% PUNCH FLUX CARDS 
















% GAIN AND PHASE CALCULATION 
L*COUNT) 
FOR J4-0 STEP 1 UNTIL NPT DO BEGIN 
N*4XJ+1) 
GAINFCJ3 • SQRT(PHlCN]*2 + PHl[N+23*2)) 





































IF NORM-0 THEN 6080 
IF COUNT « t THEN BEGIN 6090 
N0RFU3 «• GAlNFCjll 6100 
N0RTCJ3 «• GAlNTCjl^ 6110 
ENDI 6120 
NGFfJ] «• GAlNFCjI / N0RFCJ3 ; 6130 
NGTCJ3 • GAlNTCjl / N0RTCJ3 I 6140 
PHASEFtJl • ARcTAN(PHHN + 2 3 / PHICN3) x 57.29578J 6150 
IF PHItNXO THEN PHASEFCJ3 • PHASEFCJ3 •• 180J 6160 
IF PHASEFfJ3>0 THEN PHASEFtJ3*PHA5EFCJ3-360 I 6170 
PHASETCJ3 «• ARcTAN(PHHN*3 3 / PHItN+1 3)x57,29578J 6180 
IF PHItN+l 3<0 THEN PHAS£TCJ3 «• PHASETtJ* -1801 6190 
IF PHASET[J3>0 THEN PHASET CJ)«.pHASETC J3*360 I 6200 
END) 6210 
% PRINT GAIN ANO PHASE 6220 





WRIT£(PRINT#FMTt4,0MEGACCOUNT 3)1 6280 
WRIT£(PRINT,FMT18,LIST22)J 6290 
6300 
L7I IF COUNT<NOM THEN BEGIN 6310 
COUNT«.COUNT*U 6320 
GO TO tl " END* 6330 
GO TO L0) 6340 
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FILE IN CARD 0(2,10)1 
FILE OUT PRINT 4(2,15)) 
SAVE 
ALPHA ARRAY TITLECOU23, SKIPCOU23J 
SAVE 





INTEGER ARRAY XPPt0l403, PlNP'PRESCOt203* 
SAVE 
REAL ARRAY XCOI253, vOL,AREACO«6 3, GRADl,GRAD2C0l6 3; 
SAVE 
REAL ARRAY SIGA1,SIGA2,SIGF1,SIGF2,SIG1T02, D1R,D2R,DIL,D2LC0I6 3) 
SAVE 
REAL ARRAY PHIOt,PHIo2[016 3, 0MEGAfOI2O3, PHI 1,PHI2C0 l6 3) 
SAVE 
REAL ARRAY GAINF;»GAINT,PHASEF,PHASET[0 J 20, 01203 P FPS, TPS[0 *25,0t 203 J 
SAVE 
DEFINE FURJ * FOR J*l STEP I UNTIL NSL DO # J 
DEFINE FURI * FOR 1*0 STEP 1 UNTIL NpT DO # J 








































FORMAT FMT1 (12A6)J 3 8 0 
FORMAT FMT2 (6112)) l 9 o 
FORMAT FMT3 (6E12.5)J aQQ 
FORMAT FMT4 (X36*1R12.5)J 1\0 
FORMAT FMT5(/ 40I5)J * 2 o 
FORMAT FMT6(/ 6R15.8)) 4 3 0 
FORMAT FMT21 (X35>"NOISE SOuRCE AMPLITUDE IN EACH REGION",///X5* 440 
"SOURCE"*x46*"REGI0N"*/X6*"TYPE 0 "* 450 
n * 2 3 4"* 460 
" 5 6" // ) | 470 
FORMAT FMT2? (/I8* 7R15 08); ^ 8 0 
FORMAT FMT35CX35,"CROSS POWER SPECTRUM CALCULATION" ///* " INPUT"* 490 
" RESPONSE FAST FAST "* 500 
"THERMAL THERMAL"*/ " POINT POINT "* 510 
REAL IMAGt REAL "* 520 
" IMAG." / )l 5 3 0 
FORMAT FMT36(//X5* "OMEGA a"lR12,5)J ~ 4 0 
FORMAT FMT37CX35*WTRANSFER FUNCTION CALCULATION" ///* " INPUT"* 550 
" RESPONSE FAST FAST "* 560 
"THERMAL THERMAL"*/ " POINT POINT "* 570 
" GAIN PHASE GAIN », 580 
" PHASE" / )) 590 
FORMAT FMT38CX20* "AUTO POWER SPECTRUM CALCULATION"* X20* 600 
"OMEGA *"*1R12,5*/// 610 
^ w I RADIUS FAST THERMAL" //)) 620 
FORMAT rMT39(H0*lRl2c5,X5*lR15*8*X5*lR15o8)l 630 
FORMAT FMT40(2I10*4(X5*lRl598))J 640 
LIST LIST1 (FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL 12 DO TITLEEH)) 650 
LIST LIST2 (NOM*NSL*NPT,NXPp)J * 6 0 
LIST LIST3 (FORI HFREtiO J*L* U ) J 670 
LIST LIST4 (FORI HTREtK*J*L*13)J 680 
LIST LIST5 (FORI HFIM[K>J*L*13>* 690 
LIST LIST6 (FORI HTlMtK'J*L'H>' 700 
LIST LIST7 (FORI XCl3)i 7 l 0 
LIST LIST8 (FOR J M STEP 1 UNTIL NSL DO PHI1CJ])! 720 

















































































(CARD, / , 
(CARD* / , 
(CARD, / , 
(CARD, / , 
(CARD, / , 










, FORJ GRA 
, FORJ GRA 
, FORJ PHI 














STEP I UNT 
L3,FIMAGtI 










L IsT8) j 
L IST9); 
LI$T10)J 
L I s T l l ) ! 
1)1 
n* 







IL 12 DO 




















CK,FOR J«-0 STEP I UNTIL 6 
I#L3 3)1 
DO tPINPtn*PRESCl3* 









RADIAL MESH IN CM 
POINTS FOR CROSS POWER SPECTRUM 
STATIC FLUX, FAST GROUP 
STATIC FLUX, THERMAL GROUP 
SOURCE VOLUMES 







































FORJ BEGIN 6 
Stl,J3 • SQRT(2xpHIlCj3xsiGAlCJ3xVOLtJ3)l liro 
S[2#J3 «• SQRT(2KPHI2Cj3xSlGA2CJ]xvOLrJ3)l 1480 
St3,J3 «• SQRT(2xpHIlcj]xSlGlT02CJ3XVOLCJ3)l n,00 
SC4>J3 • SC3,J3> J5OQ 
SCSPJ] <• SQRT(2xpHIiCj3xSIGFlCJ3xV0LtJ3x(N2PN-2xNPN + PN) )> 1510 
SC6,J3 • SQRT(2xpHI2rj1xSIGr2CJ3xV0LtJ3xN2PN); 1520 
St7,J3 <• S9RT(2xPHI2Cj3xSIGF2CJ3xV0LCJ3)J 1530 
VA'M * SQRT(ABS((PHlOUJ3/2-OlLCJ3 * QRAD1CJ])«AREACJ]))| 1540 
St9pJ3 • SQRT(ABS(CPHl0tCJ3/2*DlRrJ3 x GRAD1tJ3>xAREA[J3>>l 1550 
StlOUJ • SQRT(ABs((PHl02CJ3/2-D2LU3 x GRAD2U3 )xAREAU3 > ) J 1560 
Stll'JJ • SQRT(ABs((PHl02tJ3/2*02R8Jl x GRAD2CJ3 )xAREAtJ3>>> 1570 
END) J 80 
SC8#03 «• SQRTUPHIOU03/2 - DlLt03XGRADl C03 >xAREACo1)> 15*0 
S(9,01 * SQRTCCPHIO1C03/2 A OlRf03*GRAD1t03)xAREACOl)r 1600 
Sti0'03 • SQRT(CPHl02t03/2 - 02Lt01*GRAD2C03)xAREAtOl)* 1610 
StU>03 • SQRT((PHl02t03/2 * D2Rf03xGRAD2t0])XAREAC03)J 1620 
WRITE <PRWrpAGE3>> \*fn 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT2l>J J!** 
WRITE (PRINT,FMT22*LIST30)J JlgA 
FOR J*t STEP 1 UNTIL N$L DO }°*0 
FOR K«-l STEP 1 UNTIL 2 DO J^TQ 
BEGIN uSo 
READ (CARD,FMT1*LIST26)) % SKIPS AN ID CARD 1700 
READ (CARD,FMT4,OMEGArL3)l J,,* 
READ (CARD,FMT3PLIST3)I }i20 
READ (CARD,FMT4,OMEGAtL3)l :730 
READ (CARD,FMT3*LIST4)I \7T« 
READ (CARD,FMT4,OMEGAtL3); } U 0 
READ (CARD,FMT3>LlST5)J } 7 6 0 
READ (CARD,FMT4pOMEGArL3)l } U Q 
READ (CARD,FMT3,LlST6)l ,780 
END) \7lQ 




















































































































































































X SIGMA ABSO 
X SIGMA ABSO 
X SIGMA FISS 
X SIGMA FISS 





X FAST FLUX 














FLUX FAST GROUP 
















































B E G I N lfi20 
INTEGER II til" 
PROCEDURE POWERSPECI °l" 
BEGIN \lll 
FOR U l STEP 1 UNTIL NXPP DO ,«*,> 
BEGIN 1**0 
M <• PINPCI3I " l l 
N • PREStlU \H0 
FREALtlpLl «• RESFRCMJxRESFRCN] * RESFI CM]xRESFHN3 • F R E A L U P L 3 I 1900 
FIMAGflpU «. RESFRCMlxRESFl[N3 - RESFICM ]xR£SFRfN3 * FIMAGtl'LlI 1910 
T R E A U I P U • RESTRCM3xRESTR[N3 + RESTItMlxRESTT tNJ •• T R E A U I ' U J 1920 





END POW RSPECI 
1940 
1950 
F P S U p U • RESFRCl3*2 ••RESFItIJ*2 • - F P S t U L U 1970 
T P S C I P L 3 • RESTRtf3*2 + RESTIEI}*2 • T P S C I P L 3 I 1 9 6 O 
1900 
% 1. FAST ABSORPTION |2i2 
FORI BEGIN ;Ji" 
RCSFHCI3 • HFREtlpJpLpnxStlpJ]; polo 
RESTKtn • H T R E C 1 , J P L P I 3 X S U P J 3 ) 2 Q A 0 
RESFItI3 • H F I M U P J P L P I 3 X S U P J J J 2n 5 o 
RESTItn • HTlMtl #JpL,UxSClpJ3; 2060 
20^0 
2060 
% 2, THERMAL ABSORPTION ~?nn 
FORI BEGIN 5*rr 
RESFHCI3 • H F R E C 2 , J P L P I 3 X S C 2 P J H 2t20 
RESTHtI3 • H T R E C 2 # J P L P I 3 X S C 2 P J H 2l3o 
RESFICI3 • HFlMt2pJpL,U x St2pJ]| ?, 4 0 
RESTICI3 • HTlMt2,JpLpl3 x S C 2 P J ] | 5 1 5 A 
E N D> ?i60 







X 3 . DOWNSCATTERING O , o n 
FORI BEGIN | * 5 o 
n ^ u f H * \ - H F R E C l . J * L , n • M F R E t 2 , J p L * n ) x $ t 3 p J ] J 2200 
1 1 V H ! * (, - H T R E U P J P L P I ] • H T R E C 2 P J P L P I 1 ) X S C 3 # J 1 I 2210 
R E S F I f l ] • ( - H F I M C I P J P L P I ] + HF lMt2#JpLp I l ) xSC3 ,J3 l 2220 
R E S T I t n «• ( - H T l M t U j p L p n • HTIMt 2, J P L , 11 >*St 3 , J] J 2230 
P N D I 2 9 4 0 
POWCRSPECJ ;;*" 
* 4. FAST FISSION *%VL 
TORI BEGIN " 2 " 
RESEHCH «• H F R E C 1 , J P L P I 3 x SC5»Jjl 2280 
RCSTKtlJ «• H T R E C 1 , J P L P I 3 x SC5pJj| %i«k 
RESFICI3 • HFlMtt,JpLpI3 x S C 5 P J 3 ) P,0n
RESTItn • H T I M 1 1 # J , L P I 1 X St5#J.j| %\ik 
END* ^31U 
POWERSPECI 
% 5. THERMAL FISSION 
FORI BEGIN ?150 
RESFKltJ • HFREtUJpLpnxSt6pJ3-HFREt2,J,L*nxSCr,J]; 2360 
RESTKCI3 • HTREtlpJpLpl3xst6pJ3-HTREf2pJpLpI3xStrpJ]) 23/0 
RESFItn «• HFlMtnJpL*nxSt6pJ3-HFtMt2pJ,LpnxStT,J3) 2380 
RESTItn • HTlMtl,JpLpl3xSt6pJ3-HTIMC2pJpLpnxStrpJ3) 2390 
ENDI 2400 
POWERSPECI *ZvL 
* 6. FAST CURRENT IN FROM THE LEFT %\\r, 
FORI BEGIN i\\L 
RESFRtI3 • <HFREU,J*L,I3 - HFREt l* JM,L* I 3 > x St8,JM3>- 2440 
RESTRtI3 ><HTREtlpJpLpI3 - HTREt1*J-1*LPII) x St8,J-n* 2450 
RESFIfll > < H F I M 1 1 , J , L P M - HFlMtt*J-1PLPX1) X• Sl8pJ-ni 2460 
RESTItn •(HTlMClpJpLpU - HTIMt U J M P L P I 3 ) x St8,J-13J 24/0 
END! OARA 
POWERSPECI 5^90 
% 7. FAST CURRENT IN FROM THE RIGHT L 
FORI BEGIN 2510 RESFRII3 • (HFREtlpJpL*n - HFREtl, J*l,Lp I 3 ) x St9,jU 2520 C THtn T * H T  1*  + 1PLP 13 ) x SC9,J3J 253 
RESFUI3 «• CHFIMti,J,L*I3 - HFlMf 1 > J+1,L, 13) x SC9,J]J 2540 
RESTItn «• (HTIMCi>J,L,I3 - HTIMt l#J*l#l, I D x St9,J3> 2530 
POWERSPECJ lljl 
8. FAST CURRENT OUT TO THE LEFT ,CAA 
FORI BEGIN I*™ 
RESFRCI3 «• C-HFREfl#J,LM3 + HFRft \> J-1>L> 13 )x S ( 9 , J M 3 j 2600 
REST«CI3 • C-HTREtl ,J,L>n • HTREtJ>J-1>L,13)x St9,J-13J 26t0 
RESFICI3 • C-HFIM[1,J,L#I3 • HFlMt I * J-1>L* 13 )x S t 9 , J M 3 j 2620 
RESTUI3 •• C-HTIMt l *J ,L#n + H T I M [ 1 > J - l > L , 1 3 > x St9 , j -13J 2630 
POWERSPECJ ^ 5 0 
9. FAST CURRENT OUT TO THE RIGHT %\^k 
FORI BEGIN P ° S Q 
RESFKCI3 • C-HFREcl>J,L'I3 • HFREC1,J*1*L,13) x St8,J3J 2680 
RESTKtI3 «• C-HTREtl*J,L'I3 • HTREt1,J + 1,L>13) x S [ 8 P J 3 J 2690 
RESPICI1 • (-HFIMcl#J,L*I3 • • H F I M C W J*1*L# I D x St8,J3J 2700 
RESTUI3 • C-HTlMtl,j,L#I3 • HTlMt1*J + t#L,13> x SC8,J3J 2710 
ENDI 2720 
POWERSPECJ i7VL 
10. THERMAL CURRENT IN FROM THE LEFT VyVk 
FORI BEGIN ' 
RESFRCI3 > (HFREt2^J*L*n - HFREf2> J-l,L, 13 ) xSU0,J-13J 2760 
RESTKCI3 • (HTREt2*J#L*I3 - HTREC2*J*l*L,13) xStlO,J-13J 2770 
RESFHI3 4- (HFlMt2*J^L*I3 - HFIMC2* > 1 * L # 13) xStlO,J-l3J 2780 
RESTICI3 • (HTlMt2#J>L#I3 - HTIMT2*J-1#L,I 3) xSttO,J-13J 2790 
E N D J SflOO 
POWERSPECJ '° 
11. THERMAL CURRENT IN FROM THE RIGHT llll 
FORI BEGIN till 
RESFRtI3 • (HFREt2*J*LW3 - HFREr 2* J + UL> 13) xStH#j3J 2840 
RESTKtI3 4. (HTREt2*J#L*n - HTREC2> J+t>L, 13 ) xSCU>J3J 2850 
RESFHI3 • <HFIMt2#J,L>I3 - HPlMt2j»J+1*L#ID x$tll,j3J 2860 
R E S T i m * <HTIMf2>J,L*I3 - HTIM[2, J M I L I I 3) xStll>J3J 2870 
ENDJ ?ftBn 
POWERSPECJ 2890 
% 1 2 . THERMAL CURRENT OUT To THE LEFT oQon 
FORI BEGIN ^ 
RESFKtlJ • C-HFREc2,J,L>I3 • HFREC2, J -1#L* I ] ) x S C 1 1 , J - l 3 1 2920 
RESTKCI3 • C-HTREC2#J,L#M + HTREC2,J -1 ,L ,13 ) x s d l , J - 1 3 l 2930 
RESFICI] > C - H F I M t 2 , J , L * I 3 + HFIMC2,J- l#L# 13) x S U l , J - 1 3 l 2940 





% 13 . THERMAL CURRENT 0|jT TO THE RIGHT lll°s 
FORI BEGIN * y 
RESFKCH • ( -HFREt2#J ,L# I3 + HFREC2,J*1#L#13) xsE10 ,J3 l 
RESTKCI3 «• C-HTREt2*J,L>I3 • HTR£t2,J+1#L#13) x$C10,J3 l 
RESFHI3 • C H F I M C 2 , J , L # I 3 • HFIMC2, J *1 ,L> 13) x$Ci0 ,J3J 











CALCULATE GAIN AND PHASE OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTION 3070 
FOR L*l STEP 1 UNTIL NOM 00 ™ 8 o 
FOR 1*1 STEP 1 UNTIL NXPP DO 3090 
BEGIN HI0 
J «• P1NPCI3I 3JJ0 
GAlNFfI,L3 * S0RT(FREALCI#LJ*2 + FIMAGCI>L3*2> / FPSCJ*L3I 3120 
GAINUUL3 «• S0RT(TREALCI#LJ*2 • TIMAGt I#L3*2) / TPSCJ#LJI 3130 
PHASEFCI#L3 • ARCTAN(rIMAGtI#L3/FREALtI*L3) x 57*295781 3140 
PHASETCNL3 + ARCTAN(TIMAGC I#L1/TREALC I*L3) * 57t29578l 3130 
IF FREALU*L3<0 THEN pHASEFCI#L3*PMASEFtI#L3«180l 3160 
IF TREALtNL3<0 THEN PHASETCI#LHPHASETt I,L3«M80l 31/0 
ENDI - J 8 Q 







FPSCI*L3 «• SQRT(FpSCI,L3) l 3*30 
TPStUL3 «• SQRT(TpSn,L3>) 3240 
ENDI 
% PRINT THE RESULTS 
WRITE (PRINTCPAGEDI 
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APPENDIX C 
DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTORS STUDIED 
The NORA Reactor 
NORA is a critical assembly used for studies in reactor physics and 
kinetics. The fuel is of natural and enriched uranium in Dp0 and mixed 
DpO/HpO moderators. In the experiments analyzed, the reactor had the follow-
ing characteristics: 
Fuel: UOp, three percent enriched, 112 stringers with diameter 
£ 12 mm. 
Moderator: Dp0, 99*605 percent. 
Lattice: Square, pitch 10 cm. 
Core dimensions: Diameter, 119.4 cmj height 109•6 cm. 
Side reflector: DpO, 52.8 cm; Graphite, 50 cm. 
Bottom reflector: Dp0, 10 cm; Graphite, 7° cm* 
The pile oscillator consisted of three sets of cadmium disks ro-
tating past each other, giving a reactivity signal very close to a sine 
wave. The oscillator was placed 7*1 cm off the centerline of the core 
and the flux response was measured by detectors placed at 7«9> 17*7> 37*6, 
62.5, and 114.2 cm from the core centerline. 
The cross sections used for the analysis were obtained from Dr. P. 
T. Hansson (43) and are the same set used for the original analog stu-
dies (25). The macroscopic cross sections, mesh spacing, and dimensions 
of the system are given in Table 3« The delayed neutron fractions and 
1̂ 3 
Table 3» Macroscopic Cross Sections for NORA 
Group 1 Group 2 
Region 1 
Sigma removal = 
Nu sigma fission = 
Sigma transfer = 
Diffusion coef. = 
Velocity, cm/sec = 














Sigma removal = 0.01090000 0.00011100 
Nu sigma fission = 0.00000000 0.00000000 
Sigma transfer = 0.01090000 
Diffusion coef. = I.305OOOOO O.8255OOOO 










Sigma removal = 0.00282000 
Nu sigma fission = 0.00000000 
Sigma transfer = 0.00282000 
Diffusion coef. = 1.19200000 
Velocity, cm/sec = 2.00000@f06 2.20000@f05 
0.00082500 Radius 
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precursor decay constants are given in Table 4. 
The Georgia Tech Research Reactor 
The GTRR is a heterogeneous, heavy water moderated and cooled 
reactor, fueled with highly enriched plates of uranium-aluminum alloy. A 
plan view of the reactor is shown in Figure 42. A complete description 
may be found in reference 49. 
The reactor core is approximately two feet in diameter, two feet 
high, and when fully loaded contains 19 fuel elements on a six inch tri-
angular pitch. Each assembly is of the MTR type and contains ten plates. 
The total uranium content is 2.7 kg. The fuel is centrally located in a 
six foot diameter aluminum tank which provides a two foot thick Dp0 re-
flector on all sides of the core. The tank is suspended in a graphite 
cup which provides an additional two feet of reflector radially and be-
neath the vessel. 
For the reactor noise measurements, the core loading was twelve 
elements. The elements were arranged symmetrically about the center as 
shown in Figure 42. The central position was left vacant to make room 
for one of the ionization chambers. The second detector was placed in 
the H-l beam port just outside the core (radius = 53 • 2 cm) or at the DpO-
graphite interface (radius = 9±.kk cm). 
In order to obtain one-dimensional symmetry, the reactor was 
homogenized into five regions: 
1. Central Dp0, 11.43 cm, 4 mesh intervals 
2. First fuel ring, 7*62 cm, 3 mesh intervals 
3. Second fuel ring, II.I76 cm, 4 mesh intervals 
THERMAL COLUMN 
• > • ) 
BIO-MEDICAL FACILITY 
.•/•-^fij"X\--''P^.t "•'•-A 
• • < - * \ - r ; - ' : • • • . • ? . ; < 
KEY 
V.l THRU V-19 FUEL ELEMENTS 
H-l 6" HORIZONTAL BEAM PORT 
H-2 THRU H-9 4" HORIZONTAL BEAM PORT 
H-IO 2" x 6" HORIZONTAL BEAM PORT 
H-11 & H-12 6" HORIZONTAL TANGENT THROUGH TUBE 
H-13 & H-14 12" HORIZONTAL THROUGH TUBE 
(?) PILE OSCILLATOR ABSORBER LOCATION 
© T H R U © D E T E C T O R LOCATIONS 
Figure k-2. Horizontal Section of the GTRR at the Core Midplane 
IkJ 
k. D O reflector, 6l.2l4 cm, 8 mesh intervals 
5. Graphite reflector, 60.96 cm, 6 mesh intervals. 
The macroscopic cross sections for these regions are given in Table 5• 
They were obtained by volume weighting a set of macroscopic cross sections 
prepared for the GTRR by Dr. Don Roy of the Babcock-Wilcox Company, Lynch-
burg, Virginia. A complete description of the procedure for obtaining the 
cross sections may be found in reference 35 • Delayed neutron data are 
those measured by Graham (50) for the GTRR and are given in Table 6. 
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Table 5. Macroscopic Cross Sections for the GTRR 
Group 1 Group 2 
Region 1 
Sigma removal = 
Nu sigma fission = 
Sigma transfer 
Diffusion coef. 


















Sigma removal = 
Nu sigma fission = 
Sigma transfer = 
Diffusion coef. 
Velocity, cm/sec = 














Sigma removal = 
Nu sigma fission = 
Sigma transfer = 
Diffusion coef. 
















2.ooooo@+o6 2.91930(̂ -05 
Region 4 
Sigma removal 
Nu sigma fission = 
Sigma transfer 
Diffusion coef. = 
Velocity, cm/sec = 
0.01883684 0.00008540 Radius 
0.00000000 0.00000000 Interface No, 
0.01880000 Height 
1.27400000 0.79400000 Buckling 





Table 5« Macroscopic Cross Sections for the GTRR (Concluded) 
Group 1 Group 2 
Region 5 
Sigma removal = O.OO656123 0.00025500 Radius = 152.1+0000 
Nu sigma fission = 0.00000000 0.00000000 Interface No. = 25 
Sigma transfer = O.OO655OOO Height = 75.965OO 
Diffusion coef. = 0.969^0000 O.83IOOOOO Buckling = 0.001710301 
Velocity, cm/sec = 2.00000@f06 2.48l60@K>5 
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Table 6. Delayed Neutron Constants for t h e GTRR 
I B e t a [ l ] Lambda [ i ] 
1 O.OOI85OOO 1.96000000 
2 0.00061200 0.44100000 
3 0.00206000 0.28800000 
4 0.00121000 0.11700000 
5 0.00150000 0.03050000 
6 0.00025400 0.00925000 
7 0.00002330 0.00227000 
8 0.00001510 0.00077300 
9 0.00001070 0.00031500 
10 0.00001700 0.00011800 
n 0.00000379 O.OOOO585O 
12 0.00000021 0.00001370 
Beta e f f e c t i v e = O.OO7556IO 
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APPENDIX D 
SAMPLE PROBLEMS FOR THE NORA REACTOR 
Two sample problems for the NORA reactor having the critical height 
and frequency of 100 radians per second. The first problem was done with 
CHARLIE using the option to punch the modified cross sections for CRAM. 
The second is the CRAM problem with the special subroutine TEMPB 3 which 
computes gain and phase angle. 
SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR CHARLIE 
NORA " R L A C T I I H " " C«I T IC A| HEIGHT (USING THF D I F F l l ! 
REGION 1 GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
SIGMA REMOVAL * 0 . 0 0 9 9 1 4 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 6 5 4 0 0 
NU SIGMA F ISS ION « 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 5 5 6 0 2 0 
SIGMA TRANSFER * 0 . 0 0 9 6 7 5 « 0 
OIFFUSlON COEF. « 1 . 2 9 1 9 6 7 0 0 0 . 6 1 7 9 5 7 0 0 
VELOCITY, CM/sEC « 2 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 6 ? . ? 0 0 0 0 * + 0 5 
REGION 2 GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
S I G M A R E M O V A L » 0.01090000 0.00011100 
NU S I G * A F I S S I O N « 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S I G M A T R A N S F E R » 0.01090000 
DIFFUSION COEF. e 1.30500000 O.fl2550000 
VELOCITY, CM/SEC = 2.000000+06 2.20000«» + 05 
REGION 3 GROUP 1 GROUP 2 
S I G M A R E M O V A L = o.oo28?r»oo 0.000H2500 
NU SIGMA F I S S I O N = 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S I G M A T R A N S F E R = o.oo28?ooo 
DIFFUSION COEF. s 1.19200000 1.05000000 





























1 0.00025 0.01270 
? 0.00140 0.03170 
3 0.00125 0.11500 
A 0.00270 0.31100 
5 0.00087 1.40000 
6 o.oooie 3.87000 
7 0.00048 0.27800 
8 0.00015 0.01690 
9 0.00O05 0.00490 
10 0.00003 0.00152 
11 0.00002 0.OOOA3 
1? 0.00002 0.00012 
13 2.000000-06 0.00004 
1A 7.00000P-07 3.70000P-O6 
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CALCULATED FLUX OMEGA 100.00000 RAO/SEC ?56 ITERATIONS REQUIRED 
RAOTUS, CM FAST PEAL FAST IMAG. SLOW REAL SLOW IMAG. 
0 
1 
0 , 0 0 0 0 0 
3 , 9 8 0 0 0 
7 , 9 6 0 0 0 
1 1 , 9 4 0 0 0 
1 . 1 1 4 7 9 
1 . 0 0 0 1 5 
0 . 8 6 0 7 5 
0 , 7 1 8 0 6 
1 ,59999 
1 , 5 9 3 7 5 
1 .57575 
1 , 5 4 6 8 4 
8 , 9 0 8 2 0 
4 , 1 9 9 3 0 
2 , 7 4 7 5 8 
1 . 9 4 6 2 9 
- 3 , 4 3 9 2 3 
- 3 . 4 1 2 8 5 
- - - - 1 
2 
3 
- 3 . 3 6 1 0 0 
- 3 . 2 8 7 9 6 
4 
5 
1 5 . 9 2 0 0 0 
1 9 , 9 0 0 0 0 
7 3 . 8 8 0 9 0 
7 7 , 8 6 0 0 0 
3 1 , 8 4 6 6 6 
3 5 , 8 2 0 0 0 
O.StUis7 
0 ^ 4 6 4 3 3 
0 , 3 ^ 8 7 4 
0 , 2 6 6 7 7 
0 . 1 8 7 7 9 
0 , 1 2 1 9 8 
1 . 5 0 7 8 8 
1 . 4 5 9 6 4 
1 , 4 1 6 3 4 
1 . 0 3 2 1 5 
- 3 . 1 9 6 6 3 
- 3 . 0 8 9 2 0 
6 
7 
1 . 4 0 2 7 9 
l t 3 3 7 8 6 
1 . 2 6 5 1 7 
1 ,18477 
0 , 7 3 8 3 0 
0 . 5 0 6 2 5 
- 2 . 9 6 7 6 5 
- 2 . 8 3 3 9 5 
a 
9 
0 , 3 1 9 6 7 
0 , 1 6 8 3 5 
• 2 . 6 9 0 2 4 
• 2 . 5 3 8 9 8 
10 
11 
3 9 , 8 0 0 0 0 
4 3 , 7 8 0 0 0 
4 7 . 7 6 6 6 0 
5 1 , 7 4 0 0 0 
5 5 . 7 2 0 0 0 
5 9 , 7 0 0 0 0 
6 , 6 6 a 6 0 
0 ^ 2 5 5 3 • 
=o,6o&n2 
- 0 , 0 2 6 4 5 
- 0 , 0 3 5 1 0 
- D , 0 3 0 4 3 
• 1 . 0 9 6 2 7 
• 0 , 9 9 8 6 3 
• 0 . 8 8 S 8 3 
• 0 , 7 6 6 2 8 
• 0 . 6 2 2 0 3" 
• 0 , 4 4 7 3 8 
0 , 0 4 5 3 8 
- 0 , 0 5 4 4 1 
- 0 , i 3 5 3 1 
- 0 , 2 0 1 2 6 
- 0 > 5 6 4 2 
- 0 , 3 0 5 5 1 
- 2 . 3 8 3 1 9 
- 2 . 2 2 6 7 0 
12 
13 
- 2 . 0 7 4 6 7 
- 1 . 9 3 4 2 6 
14 
15 
- 1 . 8 1 5 8 6 
- 1 . 7 3 4 7 0 
16 
17 
6 8 , 5 0 0 0 0 
7 7 , 3 0 0 0 0 
8 6 , 1 0 0 0 0 
9 4 , 9 0 0 0 0 
1 0 3 . 7 0 0 0 0 
1 1 2 , 5 0 0 0 0 
- 0 , 0 1 3 0 2 
- 0 , 0 0 5 6 2 
• 0 . 1 8 6 7 1 
•0^07854 
• 0 , 0 3 3 2 9 
??*-QlA3.0 
• 6 , 0 0 6 4 2 
• 0 . 0 0 3 4 ? 
- 0 , 3 6 4 1 8 
- 0 . 3 6 2 5 4 
• 1 . 4 6 8 6 4 
- 1 . 1 4 3 3 8 
18 
1? 
- 0 , 0 0 ? f t f t 
-O .OO107 
- 0 , 0 0 0 5 0 
- 0 . 0 0 0 7 7 
- 0 . 3 2 ^ 7 1 
. . - 0 ^ 7 5 9 ? 
- 0 , 2 1 7 0 3 
- 0 . 1 5 6 4 2 
- 0 , 8 4 9 4 1 
- 0 , 6 0 7 9 7 
20 
21 
- 0 . 4 1 6 1 4 
• 0 . 2 6 3 7 9 
27 
23 
1 7 5 . 0 0 0 0 0 
1 3 7 , 5 0 0 0 0 
1 5 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 
1 * 3 , 5 0 0 0 0 
- 0 . 0 0 0 1 4 
- 0 . 0 0 O 0 7 
- 0 , 0 0 0 0 3 
- 4 , 7 1 6 0 4 * - 0 6 
• 0 , 0 0 1 6 6 
• 0 , 0 0 0 7 8 
. 0 , 0 6 6 3 3 
• 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 
- 0 , 1 0 0 0 6 
- 0 , 0 5 9 3 4 
- 6 , 0 2 8 8 2 
- 0 , 0 0 4 1 7 
- 0 . 1 4 8 5 0 
- 0 . 0 7 9 5 9 
24 
25 
- 0 , 0 3 6 1 4 
- 0 . 0 0 5 1 8 
GAIN AND PHASE SHIFT CALCULATION OMEGA • 100.00000 RAO/SEC 
I HAOIUS. C« GAIN 
FAST 
NORM, GAIN PHASE GAIN 
THERMAL 
NORM. GAIN PHASE 
3"."SUT*T" 
3 , 5 4 0 3 6 
3 . 2 2 3 0 1 





0 . 0 0 0 0 0 
3 , 9 8 0 0 0 
7 , 9 6 0 0 0 
1 1 , 9 4 0 0 0 
0 , 0 0 4 3 2 4 7 6 
0 , 0 0 4 0 7 8 0 3 
0 .OO380648 
O.OO356233 
- 5 5 , 1 4 5 1 7 
- 5 7 . 8 8 9 8 1 
- 6 1 , 3 6 8 6 1 
- 6 5 . 0 9 8 7 4 
9 1 , 1 8 4 3 4 
2 9 . 2 8 1 6 0 
1 8 , 8 4 5 5 0 
1 4 . 5 9 8 7 3 
0 , 0 ) 9 7 4 2 5 9 
0 . 0 0 7 2 7 5 3 9 
0 . 0 0 4 9 6 1 8 7 
0 ^ 0 0 4 0 4 1 3 7 
- 2 1 . 1 1 0 2 8 
- 3 9 . 1 0 1 4 1 
- 5 0 . 7 3 4 4 5 
- 5 9 . 3 7 6 8 1 
4 
5 
1 5 , 9 2 0 0 0 
1 9 , 9 0 0 0 0 
~7 j - g n oo"o 
2 7 , 8 6 0 0 0 
2 . 6 1 5 5 4 
2 . 3 4 * 1 5 
2 . 0 * 6 1 6 
1 , 8 6 0 7 8 
0 , 0 0 3 3 6 0 1 8 
0 , 0 0 3 1 9 8 2 8 
• 6 8 , 8 0 6 3 6 
- 7 2 . 3 5 3 4 7 
1 2 . 2 2 4 4 4 
1 0 , 6 0 8 5 1 
9 . 3 5 2 0 6 
8 . 2 8 7 5 7 
0 , 0 0 3 5 6 » 4 0 
0 , » 0 3 2 9 0 i 8 
0 . 0 0 3 1 0 8 2 7 
0 . 0 0 2 9 8 1 0 9 
- 6 6 . 1 0 3 2 0 
- 7 1 . 5 2 4 7 9 
- 7 6 . 0 2 9 4 2 
- 7 9 . 8 7 1 6 4 
6 
7 
0 , 0 0 3 0 7 0 1 7 
0 .OO796893 
- 7 5 . 6 7 4 3 8 
- 7 8 . 7 4 3 5 5 
- 8 1 , 5 5 7 1 8 
- 6 4 . 1 2 1 6 5 
8 
9 
3 1 . 8 4 0 0 0 
•»5 ,82000 
1 . 6 3 5 9 3 
1 . 4 1 8 5 6 
0 , 0 0 2 8 8 8 5 7 
0 . 0 0 2 8 2 4 3 5 
7 . 3 3 9 5 5 
6 . 4 7 4 7 5 
0 . 0 0 2 8 8 7 2 0 
0 . 0 0 2 8 1 4 8 1 
- 8 3 . 2 2 3 6 4 
- 8 6 . 2 0 6 4 8 
10 
11 
» 9 , 8 0 0 0 0 
43 j7 f l t )00 
4 7 . 7 6 0 0 0 
SJ^ t74O00 
0 t 9 V 7 9 l 
0 . 7 V i B 3 
0 . 5 8 7 8 9 
0 , 0 0 ? » 7 2 6 7 
0 , 0 0 2 7 3 0 8 8 
- 3 6 , 4 4 5 * 3 
- 6 8 . 5 3 5 7 4 
5 . 6 8 1 6 3 
« . 96116 
4 . 3 2 2 5 7 
3 , 7 8 1 9 4 
0 , 0 0 2 7 5 6 9 3 
0 . 0 0 2 7 0 9 7 2 
0 . 0 0 2 6 6 8 9 0 
O f B 0 ? 6 3 4 ? 4 
0 . 0 0 2 6 0 4 3 0 
0 . 0 0 2 5 7 8 7 9 
- 8 8 , 9 0 9 1 4 
- 9 1 . 3 9 9 8 5 
- 9 3 . 7 3 1 4 3 
- 9 5 , 9 4 0 3 4 
1? 
13 
0 .0O2f t97 l5 
0 , 0 0 2 6 7 0 3 7 
0 , 0 0 2 6 5 0 4 9 
O.OO264O39 
- 9 0 , 3 8 7 3 8 
- 9 1 . 9 7 6 8 8 
14 
15 
5 5 . 7 2 0 0 0 
S 9 , 7 0 0 0 0 
0 . 3 8 * 1 5 
0 , 2 ^ 1 0 7 
- 9 3 . 2 2 9 5 6 
- 9 3 . 8 9 0 9 4 
3 . 3 6 3 1 0 
3 . 1 0 2 5 1 
- 9 8 , 0 3 7 5 6 
- 9 9 . 9 8 6 4 6 
16 
17 
6 8 , 50000 
7 7 ^ 3 0 0 0 0 
0 , 0 3 5 0 3 
0,OO f t?0 
0 . 0 0 2 6 4 0 3 8 
O.OO264O37 
0 , 0 0 7 6 4 0 3 8 
O.OO264O4O 
0 , 0 0 2 6 4 0 3 6 
0 .0O764014 
- 9 3 , 9 9 0 0 7 
- 9 4 . 0 8 9 5 1 
- 9 4 . 1 9 0 5 5 
- 9 4 . 2 9 7 4 2 
- 9 4 . 4 2 2 * 3 
- 9 4 , 5 8 6 0 0 
2 . 2 8 9 5 2 — 
1 . 4 3 8 7 5 
0 , 8 2 8 8 9 
0 . 4 4 5 7 9 
0 , 2 2 0 2 8 
0 . 0 9 4 0 5 — 
- 0 . 8 0 2 5 3 1 8 4 
0 . 0 0 2 4 9 3 6 0 
0 . 0 0 2 4 6 1 7 9 
0 . 0 0 2 4 3 5 8 8 
0 . 0 0 2 * 1 5 0 7 
0 . 8 0 2 3 9 8 6 8 
- 1 0 3 , 9 2 6 7 8 
- 1 0 7 . 5 9 2 6 8 
- 1 1 1 , 0 9 7 2 5 
- 1 1 4 . 4 1 5 8 4 
- 1 1 7 , 5 4 3 2 2 





8 6 , 1 0 0 0 0 
Oft , 9 0 0 0 0 
j 0 3 , 7 0 6 W 
1 1 2 , 5 0 0 0 0 
0 . 0 0 m 
0 , 0 0 0 ? ! 
0 , 0 0 0 0 4 
0 , 0 0 0 0 1 
22 
23 
1 ? 5 , 0 0 0 0 0 
1 3 7 . 5 0 0 0 0 
1 5 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 
1 * 2 . 5 0 0 0 0 
2 . 7 6 5 9 4 P - 0 6 
6 A l 8 0 7 j f - 0 7 
1 , 0 7 9 3 8 * . 0 7 
2 . 6 4 0 l l f - 0 9 
0 , 0 0 2 6 3 9 0 6 
0 , 0 0 7 6 3 8 1 6 
0 , 0 0 7 6 3 6 2 2 
0,OO?63623 
- 9 4 , 8 3 7 6 2 
- 9 5 . 0 6 3 * 2 
- 9 5 . 2 3 5 3 0 
- 9 5 . 2 6 6 2 4 
0 , 0 3 2 0 7 
0 , 0 0 9 8 6 
0 , 0 0 2 1 4 
0 , 0 0 0 0 4 
0 . 0 0 2 3 8 5 4 0 
0 . 0 0 2 3 7 7 7 5 
0 . 0 0 2 3 7 4 6 5 
0 , 0 0 2 3 7 4 4 9 
- 1 2 3 . 9 7 1 9 7 
- 1 2 6 , 7 0 3 5 3 
- 1 2 8 . 5 7 0 3 3 
- 1 2 8 . 8 5 3 6 3 
24 
^ 5 
MOrUFITD CrtflSS SECTIONS FOR CKA* OMEGA = 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 
REGION j REGION 2 J ^ E G I M J R E G J ^ I 
01 » 1 . 2 9 1 9 6 7 0 0 0 1 . 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 1 9 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
D2 = 0 . 8 1 7 9 5 7 0 0 0 0 . 8 2 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
STGR1 « 0 , 0 1 0 6 2 9 2 2 9 0 , 0 1 1 6 2 2 4 4 4 0 . 0 0 3 4 7 9 8 8 8 
STGR2 » 0 . 0 0 4 1 0 6 3 1 8 0 . 0 0 0 5 6 7 4 8 9 0 , 0 0 1 4 0 5 6 3 4 
AA a 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
B8 * 0 . 0 0 5 5 1 9 1 0 9 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00 • 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
T l • 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 6 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 2 2 7 5 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 0 6 2 2 
T2 « 0 , 0 0 0 4 5 9 1 2 6 0 , 0 0 0 4 5 5 1 8 5 0 , 0 0 0 4 5 6 5 5 9 
S IG1T02 « 0 . 0 0 9 6 7 5 8 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 2 * 2 0 0 0 0 
01 a - 0 , 1 7 3 7 5 2 2 5 7 - 0 . 0 4 5 3 2 5 9 5 7 - 0 , 0 1 8 7 3 7 4 8 8 
0 2 g - 0 . 1 0 7 3 8 1 1 0 9 » 0 . 0 2 1 8 8 7 2 2 0 - 0 . 0 1 4 8 4 5 6 3 4 
PI a 0 . 0 4 0 7 8 0 7 5 7 0 . 0 1 5 7 6 9 3 0 8 0 , 0 0 7 2 4 7 3 6 0 
P2 « 0 , 0 2 5 8 1 8 6 9 8 0 , 0 0 9 9 7 5 1 4 4 0 . 0 0 6 3 8 4 0 0 0 
Rl • 0 . 1 2 2 3 4 2 2 7 0 0 , 0 1 7 9 3 4 2 0 5 0 . 0 0 8 0 1 0 2 4 0 
R2 « 0 , 0 7 7 4 5 6 0 9 3 0 j 0 l l 3 4 4 5 8 7 0 ,0 f>7056000 
ExOl « 2 . 5 2 0 9 1 9 6 0 1 EX02 « 2 . 2 2 2 6 6 2 5 2 3 
* REGION 1 NEXT 8CAR0S 
110 1E-9 1 , 2 9 1 9 6 7 0 0 0 1 , 2 9 1 9 6 7 0 0 0 0 , 8 1 7 9 5 7 0 0 0 0 , 6 1 7 9 5 7 0 0 0 
1 .0 0 . 0 1 0 6 2 9 2 2 9 0 . 0 1 0 6 2 9 2 2 9 0 . 0 0 4 1 0 6 3 1 8 0 . 0 0 4 1 0 6 3 1 8 
0 , 0 0 . 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 0 , 0 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 6 0 0 . 0 0 9 6 7 5 8 0 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 6 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 9 6 7 5 8 0 0 
0 0 . 0 0 5 5 1 9 1 0 9 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 2 0 - 0 . 0 0 0 4 5 9 1 2 6 
0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 2 0 . 0 0 5 5 1 9 1 0 9 0 . 0 0 0 4 5 9 1 2 6 0 
* R£G T ON 7 NEXT AC A RD S 
120 ir-9 1.305000000 1.305000000 0.82550Q000 0,825500000 
1.0 0,011622444 0.011622444 0^.000567469 0,000567489^ 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
t ,0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.000000000 -0.000052275 0.010900000 0 
0 0.000052275 0.000000000 0 0,010900000 
0 0.000000000 0 -0,000455185 
0 0,000000000 0,000455185 0 
* REGION 3 NEXT 8CARDS 
130 1E-9 1,192000000 1.192000000 1.050000000 1,050000000 
1.0 0,003479888 0,003479888 0,001405634 0.001405634 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
1^0 0 0 0 0  
0 0,000000000 -0.000050622 6,002820000 0 
0 0.000050622 0.000000000 0 0.002820000 
0 0.000000000 0 -0.000456559 
0 0.000000000 0.000456559 0 
* SOURCE ON NEXT 8 CAROS 
I4D 1E-9 1E+9 1E+9 1E+9 1E+9 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 0 , 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 o.o 
0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
SAMPLE PROBLEM FOR CRAM 
= RUN 138 OF 01/01/66 BY LIAISON APOA CHAMF JOB G89 CHARGE 1515 981 ID 
= 32K CORE. 15 MINUTES. 50 PAGES. 1000 CARDS. 50 FRAMES (MAXIMUM NEEDS AT EXF.CUTION TIME) 
(32) (15) (SO) ( 1000) (50) (GUARANTEED DAYSHIFT ALLOTMENTS) 
SF SYSTEM 0000.0 O CLOCK 01/01/66 138 
•LOAD(UBl ) .EXECUTE. DUMP. MAP. DAT A  
0000,0 O CLOCK 01/01/66 138 
vn 
PROBLEM 1 
PKOHLtM 138 0McGA=100 
'.C ^ 0 1 6 2000 GfOM'TRY CYL 
ACCURACY 0. 0005 0 . 0 0 O 5 0.0005 -I .0 0. 05 
,;M (l(l.^Q) K l . g j ) 2(3.98) 16<R.t>) 22(12.5) 26 
» CWOSS ^ E C T I O N S F O R ^3A^ OMhGA 100.0U0O0  
11D 1K-9 1.291967 1.291967 .U17957 .817957 
1 .010629229 .010629229 .0J)4106318 .004106318 
0 0 0 O 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -.00005206 .0096758 0 
O .00005206 0 0 ?J^09 6 75b 
0 .005519101 -.165EF-6 I) -.000459126 
0 . 1 65E-<> . 005519101 .000459126 0̂  
I?D l;-9 1.305 1.305 .8255 .8255 
1 .011622444 .011&22444 .000567489 .000567489 
0 0 -.00005227b .0109 0 
0 .000052275 0 0 .J) 109 
0 0 0 0 -.000455185 
_0 0 0 .000455185 0  
1R-9 1.192 1.192 1.05 1.05 
1 .003479688 .003479868 .001405634 .001405634 
0 0 0 0 0 
J 0 0 0 0 
0 0 -.000050622 .00283 0 
0 .000050622 0 0 .00282 
0 -.000456559 
.000456559 0 
1E-9 1E*9 lh*9 lt*9 1E*9 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ml II 1 14 1 M2 1 1 1 M3 12 1 M4 I 3 1 
/.l Ml 1 Z2 M2 1 Li M3 1 Z4 M4 
CI 0 l \ 1 Id 16 Z3 22 24 26 
JP 0 0 0 0 0 
PRORLSM 138 OMEGA=100 
FLUXS bTC Ar?E STOrttD IN 1 TO 432 
CROSS SECTIONS IN 432 TC 604 
MATERIAL DATA IN 604 TO 630 
ZONE TATA IM 650 TO 646 
SPECTRUM DATA IN 646 TO 657 
F. DIFF. COEFFICIENTS IN 657 TO 2037 
5 GROUPS. CONTROL TYPE 6. d MESH WITH 1» 26 POINTS  
ACCURACY 0.000500 0.000500 0.000500 -1 .000000 
B.C. 
0 0. 26 
MESH 1 
0 0.1 OOOOOh" 0 1 ON O 
MESH ._< 
0 __.0_._1 q'JOOOR 0 1 2 0 . 3 ' > a 0 0 0 E 0 1 1 6 0 . 8 8 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 2 2 0 . 1 2 5 0 0 0 f 0 2 26^ 
I S O T O P E ]_ 
3 3 3 3 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 2 5 8 0 0 4 5 0 . 2 6 6 0 0 4 5 Q . 4 0 7 5 1 9 4 0 . 4 0 7 5 1 9 4 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 6 2 9 2 0 . 0 1 0 6 2 9 2 0 . 0 0 4 1 0 6 3 0 . 0 0 4 1 0 6 3 
0 ; 0 ; 0 . 0 ; 0 . 
1 .0000000 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. -0.0000521 0.0096758 0. 
0. 0.0000521 0. 0. 0.0096758 
0. 0.0055131 -0.0000002 0. -0.0004591 
0. 0.0000002 0.0056191 0.0004591 0. 
ISOTOPE 2 
33333.0000000 0.2554278 0.2554278 0.4037957 0.4037957 
1.0000000 0.0116224 0.0116224 O.0005675 0.0005675 



























3 3 1 3 3 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 2 7 > o 4 2 1 0 . 2 7 ) 6 4 2 1 0 . 3 1 7 4 6 0 3 0 . 3 1 7 4 6 0 3 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 3 4 7 9 ^ 0 . 0 0 1 ^ 7 - J } 0 . 0 0 1 * 0 b 6 0 . 0 0 1 4 0 ' j 6 
0 . 0 . 0 . ("i . 0 . 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0_. 0_. u_. 
0. 0. -0.0000506 0.002B200 0. 
_ 0. 0. OOOObOC 0. 9-__ 0. 0020200 
0. 0. 0. 0. -0.0004566 
0 . 0 . 0^ 0 . 9_004_b66. 0_. 
ISOTOPE 4 
33 333. 0000000 0.0000 OOP O.OOOOOOQ 0.000000 0 0 . 0 000000 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 1.0000000 0. 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
MATERIAL 1 
I 1 DENSITY 1.0000000 4 1.0000000 
MATERIAL 2 
I 1 DENSITY 1.0000000 
MATERIAL 3 
I 2 DENSITY 1.0000000 
MATERIAL 4 
I 3 DENSITY 1.0000000 
ZONE 1 
M 1 V.F. 1.0000000 
Z ONE_ 2 
M 2 V.F. 1.0000000 
ZONE 3 








FLUXES PRINT11!) WITH TH. SAME NORMALIZATION AS THOSF ON COMPILtR DUMP TAPh: 
o. iooooor 10 
PT 2 ZONE G= 1 2 3 4 5 AVG. FLUX 
. . ! . . _ J ' ^ ' ^ 2 '__ 5 . 8 3 2 1 3 E - 0 2 h . ? 0 Q 7 ? E - 0 2 - 9 . 3B'5O0£-02 4 . 3 2 0 9 4 E - Q 1 - 2 . 0 1 3 1 2 E - 0 1 b . 1 b 1 2 ? E - 0 2 ^ 
2 2 . 9 8 5 0 2 5 . 8 J 2 1 3 6 - 0 2 5 . 9 3 o 3 7 ? - 0 2 - 9 . 367 1 0i~-02 2 . 9 4 7 8 9 E - 0 1 - 2 . 006 34E- 0 1 2 . 3 6 5 3 9 E - 0 2 
3 3 . 9 7 0 0 2 5 . 8 3 2 1 3 E - 0 2 5 . 3 9 6 3 2 - - 0 2 - 9 . 3 1 4 O B E - 0 2 1 . 9 5 1 7 7 E - 0 1 - 1 . 9 8 9 3 9 6 - 0 1 3 .07 f>34E-03 
9 . 9 5 0 0 2 5 . 8 3 1 9 4 E - 0 2 4 . 5 7 7 ^ . 8 ^ - 0 2 - 9 . 17t>y6E- 02 1 . 3 4 1 5 2 6 - 0 1 - 1 . 9 5 2 8 3 F - 0 1 - 9 . 7 6 0 5 9 E - 0 3 
1 1.9500 2 S . U 3 1 8 6 E - 0 2 3 . 7 7 7 J O - " - 0 ? - B . 9 7 8 3 4 K - 0 2 9 . 6 6 S 7 B E - 0 2 - 1 . 9 0 4 6 3 E - 0 1 - 1 . 7 4 9 8 9 E - 0 2 
I f . 9 1 0 0 2 5 . 8 3 1 B 1 E - 0 2 3 . 0 4 0 ^ 6 : - 0 2 - 8 . 7 2 3 4 2 6 - 0 2 7 . 0 5 5 1 1 6 - 0 2 - 1 . B 4 6 2 B E - 0 1 - 2 . 2 5 1 0 8 E - 0 2 
2 1 . 8 9 0 0 2 5 . 0 3 1 6 0 E - 0 2 2 . 5 ' i3 ' j9 1-02 - B . 4 lb^»7z-02 _ _S._1 064 3 E - 0 2 - 1 . 7769 »E - 0 1 - 2 . 576.93E-02 
2 - . . 8 7 0 0 ?. 5 . 8 3 1 3 8 E - 0 2 1 . 3 0 8 0 3 6 - 0 2 - 8 . 0 6 1 2 S K - 0 2 3 . 5 9 0 3 4 E - 0 2 - 1 . 7 0 3 8 5 E - 0 1 - 2 . 7 7 3 R 3 E - 0 2 
2).8500 2 5 . H 3 1 2 2 E - 0 2 1 . J 1 4 2 7 E - 0 2 - 7 . 6 6 0 6 0 6 - 0 2 2 . 3 8 1 9 1 6 - 0 2 - 1 . 6 2 2 0 4 F - 0 1 - 2 . 3 7 0 7 2 E - 0 2 
10 3 i . 4 3 0 0 2 5 . 8 3 0 9 9 E - 0 2 8 . 9 5 6 2 3 6 - 0 3 - 7 . 2 1 O 1 8 E - 0 2 1 . 4 0 6 4 3 E - 0 2 - 1 . 5 3 4 8 2 6 - 0 1 - 2 . 8 8 6 2 8 E - 0 2 
11 3 7 . 8 1 0 0 2 S . 8 3 0 f l O E - 0 2 5 . 4 B 2 2 i ; - 0 3 - 6 . 7 2 7 8 9 6 - 0 2 6 . 1 5 3 6 1 6 - 0 3 - 1 . 4 4 3 6 9 6 - 0 1 - 2 . B 3 4 0 B E - 0 2 
12 4 1 . 7 9 0 0 2 S . 8 3 0 b 4 F - 0 2 2 . 6 7 9 B 2 E - 0 3 - 6 . 1 9 2 9 7 6 - 0 2 - 2 . 5 7 6 0 0 E - 0 4 - 1 . 3 S 0 4 5 E - 0 1 . - 2 . 7 2 4 9 1 E - 0 2 
13 » j . 7 7 0 O 2 5 . 8 3 0 5 9 E - 0 2 5 . 2 0 1 B 1 6 - 0 4 - 5 . 604 fc>36-02 - 5 . 4 3 8 6 9 6 - 0 3 - 1 . 2 5 7 4 4 E - 0 1 - 2 . 56>tQ6E-02 
14 4 V . 7 5 0 0 2 5 . 8 3 0 5 6 E - 0 2 - 1 . 0 0 7 3 0 6 - 0 3 - 4 . 9 4 9 8 3 E - 0 2 - 9 . 6 2 4 4 6 E - 0 3 - 1 . 1 6 7 8 4 6 - 0 1 - 2 . 3 7 2 1 6 E - 0 2 
15 5 1 . 7 3 0 0 2 5 . U 3 0 3 9 E - 0 2 - 1 . 8 6 6 6 7 6 - 0 3 - 4 . 2 0 5 8 6 6 - 0 2 - I . 3 0 4 4 3 E - 0 2 - 1 . 0 8 6 0 6 E - 0 1 - 2 . 1 4 5 8 3 E - 0 2 
16 b f . 7 1 0 0 2 5 . 8 3 0 2 4 E - 0 2 - 2 . 0 6 3 0 8 6 - 0 3 - 3 . 3 3 5 O 3 E - 0 2 - 1 . 5 9 4 8 0 E - 0 2 - 1 . 0 1 8 5 3 E - 0 1 - 1 . 8 9 3 2 4 E - 0 2 
17 6 4 . 1 0 0 0 3 5 . 8 3 2 1 3 E - 0 2 - 1 . 0 4 3 5 2 6 - 0 3 - 1 . 6 4 6 8 5 E - Q 2 - 2 . 0 2 3 4 8 E - 0 2 - 9 . 4 8 6 9 9 E - 0 2 - 1 . 4 B 5 9 1 E - 0 2 
18 7 2 . 9 0 0 0 3 5 . 8 3 2 0 4 E - 0 2 - 4 . 4 9 3 0 7 E - 0 4 - 6 . 9 0 1 4 5 E - 0 3 - 2 . 1 5 8 4 0 E - 0 2 - 7 . 6 2 8 9 4 E - 0 2 - 9 . 3 8 0 7 5 E - 0 3 
19 8 ^ . 7OOP 3 5 . 8 3 1 7 8 E - 0 2 - 1 . 9 4 7 9 5 6 - 0 4 - 2 . 9 1 3 7 6 6 - 0 3 - 2 . 0 3 5 7 8 E - 0 2 - 5 . 7 8 6 8 3 E - 0 2 - 4 . 6 0 3 3 5 E - 0 3 
20 9 0 . 5 0 0 0 3 5 . 8 3 1 6 6 E - 0 2 - 8 . 5 2 0 0 8 6 - 0 5 - 1 . 2 4 1 1 0 E - 0 3 - 1 . 7 7 S 1 5 E - 0 2 - 4 . 2 2 5 0 8 E - 0 2 - 6 . 0 2 4 0 3 6 - 0 4 
2 1 9 9 . 3 0 0 0 3 5 . 8 3 1 4 3 E - 0 2 - 3 . 8 1 3 5 4 E - 0 5 - 5 . 4 0 0 8 8 E - 0 4 - 1 . 4 4 8 4 5 E - 0 2 - 2 . 9 7 3 9 2 E - 0 2 2 . 7 0 2 4 5 6 - 0 3 
22 1 0 H . 1 0 0 0 3 5 . 8 3 1 2 2 6 - 0 2 - ! . 8 6 4 5 1 P - 0 5 - 2 « 5 5 3 6 2 E - 0 4 - ! = 0 9 7 9 8 E - 0 2 - 1 . 9 8 6 8 8 E - 0 2 t > . 4 3 7 9 1 6 - 0 3 
23 1 1 B . 7 5 0 0 4 5 . 8 3 2 1 3 E - 0 2 - 1 . 0 5 0 6 5 6 - 0 5 - 1 . 3 b 3 3 6 E - 0 4 - 7 . 2 7 2 9 3 E - 0 3 - 1 . 1 5 2 6 4 E - 0 2 7 . 8 7 5 0 2 E - 0 3 
24 1 3 1 . 2 5 0 0 4 5 . 8 3 1 9 8 E - 0 2 - 5 . 2 8 3 8 5 - - 0 6 - 6 . 5 0 6 6 1 E - 0 5 - 4 . 4 4 9 8 0 E - 0 3 - 6 . 3 0 9 5 6 E - 0 3 9 . 4 9 8 0 2 E - 0 3 
25 1 4 3 . 7 5 0 0 4 5 . 8 3 1 7 3 E - 0 2 - 2 . 4 2 4 4 1 E - 0 6 - 2 . 8 6 8 6 4 6 - 0 5 - 2 . 3 6 0 4 7 E - 0 3 - 3 . 0 8 9 2 9 E - 0 3 1 . 0 5 6 7 3 E - 0 2 
26 1 5 6 . 2 5 0 0 4 5 . 8 3 I 5 1 E - 0 2 - 6 . 8 0 6 6 2 6 - 0 7 - 7 . 8 7 5 6 5 E - 0 6 - 7 . 1 6 3 0 6 E - 0 4 - 8 . 9 8 8 0 1 E - 0 4 1 . 1 3 3 8 3 E - 0 2 
ENTER  
PROGRAM ENDS AT LOCATION 12159 DATA STARTS 2 8 7 3 2 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 3 5 0 . 9 9 9 6 0 8  
SOURCt TYPE PROBLEM. NO CONTROL 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 . 9 9 9 7 1 9 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 3 8 5 0 . 9 9 9 9 0 1 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 2 4 B 0 . 9 9 9 9 2 3 
1 . 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 . 9 9 9 9 5 3 
1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 . 9 9 9 8 5 7 
RESTART 1 26 O.lOOOOOr 01 
PKINT 
1.000000 1.000054 0.999878 
1 .000000 1 .000080 0.9J9991 
1.000000 1 .000312 0.999977 
ON 
00 
FLUXES PRINTED WITH 1Hf 3*M£ NORMALIZATION AS THOSE ON COMPILER DUMP TAPE 
CHANNtL 1 R = 0.5000 B.C. 0. O.lOOOOOf: 10 
PT Z ZONE G= 1 2 3 4 b AVG. FLUX 
I U.99i,0 1 5.83212E-02 6.200JOE-02 -9.38499E-02 4.32895E-01 -2.01312F-01 5 . 1612SE-02 
2 2.98b0 2 5.83212E-02 i,. 93(>40E-02 -0.36709t.-02 2.94790E-01 -2.00634F-01 2.36341F-02 
3 b.9700 2 5.83212E-02 fi.396H6£-02 -9.31407E-02 1.95177E-01 - 1 .98939E-01 3.07ob7E-03 
4 9.9500 2 5.83194E-02 4.b7772E-02 -9.17665E-02 1.34153E-01 -1.95282E-01 - J.76037E-03 
5 1 J.9300 2 5.83165E-02 3.77753E-02 -8.97G33C-02 9.66584E-02 -1.90463E-01 -1.749H7E-02 
6 17.9100 2 5.831R0E-02 3.040R9.--02 - 8 . 72 341 r:-02 7.05517E-0ii -1.84628E-01 -2.25166E-02 
7 21.8900 2 5.83159E-02 2.38362E-02 -8.41647K-02 5.10649E-02 -1.77898E-01 -2.57691E-02 
2:>.870O 2 5.83137E-02 1.80385^-02 -8.06124E-02 3.59040E-02 -1.70305E-01 -2.77382E-02 
29.8500 2 5.B3120E-02 1 . 3 1 430F-I-02 -7 . 660L.9E-02 2.38197E-02 -1.62204E-01 -2.87070E-02 
10 33.8300 2 5.83096E-02 8.95649E-03 -7.21617E-02 1.40649E-02 -1.53482E-01 -2.88626E-02 
11 37.8100 2 5.B3077E-02 5.482463-03 -6.72768E-02 6.1b415£-03 -1.44369E-01 -2.R3406E-02 
12 41.7900 2 5.83061E-02 2.68005E-03 -6.19297E-02 -2.S7088E-04 -1.35044E-01 -2.72490E-02 
13 45.7700 2 5.83056E-02 5.20393E-04 -5.60463E-02 -5.43821E-03 -1.25744E-01 -2.56H05E-02 
14 49.7500 2 5.83053E-02 -1.00711E-03 -4.94983E-02 -9.62400E-03 -1.16784E-01 -2.37215E-02 
15 53.7300 2 5.83035E-02 -1.88651E-03 -4.20586E-02 -1.30438E-02 -1.08606E-01 -2.14533E-02 
16 57.7100 2 5.83020E-02 -2.06295E-03 -3.33502E-02 -1.59476E-02 -1.01853E-01 - I .89«23E-02 
17 64.1000 3 5.B3212E-02 -1.04345E-03 -1.64685E-02 -2.02344E-Q2 -9.48699E-02 -1.48590E-02 
18 72.9000 3 5.83204E-02 -4 . 49280F.-04 -6.90144E-03 -2.15837E-02 -7.62894E-02 -9.38069E-03 
19 81.7000 3 5.83177E-02 -1.94783F-04 -2.91376E-03 -2.03575E-02 -5.78683E-02 -4.60333E-03 
20 90.5000 3 5.83165E-02 -8.51960E-05 -1.24110E-03 -1.775136-02 -4.22509E-02 -6.02398E-04 
21 99.3000 3 5.83141E-02 -3.81333E-05 -5.40068E-04 -1.44844E-02 -2.97393E-02 2.70244E-03 
22 108.1000 3 5.83120E-02 -1.86441E-05 -2.55362E-04 -1.09797E-02 -1.98689E-02 5.43789E-03 
23 118.7500 4 5.B3212E-02 -1.050bOE-05 -1.36336E-04 -7.27288E-03 -1.15264E-02 7.87b02E-03 
24 131.2500 4 5.03198E-02 -S.28J59E-06 -6.50860E-05 -4.44977E-03 -6.30957E-03 9.49801E-03 
25 14J.7500 4 5.83172E-02 -2.42430^-06 -2.86B64E-05 -2.36045E-03 -3.08930E-03 1.05673E-02 
26 156.2500 * 5.83149E-02 -6.80631E-07 -7.87564E-06 -7.16302E-04 -8.98803E-04 1.13382E-02 
FLUXPUNCH NABKZZ 
FLUX DUMP ONLY 
DUMP 
WILL BE PUT ON CARDS LABELLED NABK 
FLUX DUMP WILL 
COMPILE 
BE PUT ON TAPE 3 






CROSS SUCTIONS ZONES 1 TO 
• • * OVERFLOW ON + . - . O R * OPERATION AT CORE LOCATION 10027 
• * * UNDERFLOW ON + . - , O R * OPERATION AT CORE LOCATION 10027 
ZONE 1 
0.66«>6b7F 09 0 . 2 S 8 0 0 5 E - 0 0 0 . 2 5 8 0 0 i E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 7 5 1 9 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 7 5 1 9F.-00 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 0 . 1 0 6 2 9 2 £ - 0 1 0 .1J6292 fc -O1 
0 . 4 1 0 b 3 2 F - 0 2 0 . 4 1 0 6 3 2 E - 0 2 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 c 01 
0 . 0 . O.lOOOOOt 01 0 . 0 . 0 . -0 .520600>- : -04 0 . J675dO!T-02 
0 . 0_. 0 . 6 2 0 6 0 0 E - 0 4 0 . 0 . 0 . 9 6 7 5 8 0 E - 0 2 0 . 0 . 55 1 9 1 OE- 02 
- 0 . I 6 . 0 0 0 E - 0 6 0 . - 0 . 4 5 9 1 2 6 E - 0 3 0 . 0 . 1 6 5 0 0 0 E - 0 6 0 . 5 5 1 9 1 0 E - 0 2 0 . 4 5 9 1 2 6 E - 0 3 0 . 
- 0 . 1 7 0 1 4 1 E 39 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 E 09 0 . 25542 <*fc-00 0 . 2 5 b 4 2 B E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 7 9 6 F . - 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 7 9 6 E - 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 0 . 1 1 6 2 2 4 E - 0 1 
0 . 1 K>224fc-01 0 . 5 6 7 4 H 9 K - 0 3 0 . 1 0 0 0 5 7 C 01 0 . O.lOOOOOt 01 0 . 3 0 5 6 2 9 E - 3 6 O.lOOOOOt 01 
ZONE 2 
0 . 3 3 J 3 3 3 F 09 0 . 2 5 8 0 0 5 E - 0 0 0 . 2 5 8 0 0 5 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 7 5 1 9 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 7 5 1 9 E - 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 0 . 1 0 6 2 9 2 E - 0 1 0 . 1 0 6 2 9 2 C - 0 1 
0 . 4 1 0 t > 3 2 F - 0 2 0 . 4 1 0 6 3 2 E - 0 2 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . O. - 0 . 5 2 0 6 0 0 ^ - 0 4 0 . 9 6 7 5 d O F - 0 2 
0 . 0^ 0 . 5 2 0 6 0 0 £ - 0 4 0 . 0 . 0 . 9 6 7 5 8 0 E - 0 2 0 . 0 . 5 5 1 9 1 0 E - 0 2 
- 0 . 1 6 J O O O E - 0 6 0 . - 0 . 4 5 9 I 2 6 E - 0 3 0 . 0 . 1 6 5 0 0 0 E - 0 6 0 . 5 5 1 9 1 0 E - 0 2 O . 4 5 9 1 2 6 £ - 0 3 O. 
- 0 . 1 7 0 1 4 1 E 39 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 E 09 0 . 2 5 S 4 2 B E - 0 0 0 . 2 5 5 4 2 3 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 7 9 6 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 7 9 6 E - 0 0 O.lOOOOOt 01 0 . 1 1 6 2 2 4 E - 0 1 
0 . 1 1 6 2 2 4 E - 0 1 0 . 5 6 7 4 8 9 F - 0 3 0 » 5 6 7 4 8 9 F - 0 3 
ZONE 3 
0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 E 09 0 . 2 5 5 4 2 8 E - 0 0 0 . 2 5 5 4 2 8 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 7 9 6 E - 0 0 0 . 4 0 3 7 9 6 E - 0 0 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E 01 0 . U 6 2 2 4 E - O 1 0 . U 6 2 2 4 F - 0 1 
0 . 5 6 7 4 8 9 F - 0 3 0 . 5 6 7 4 8 9 E - 0 3 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 3 0 0 0 0 = 01 
0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . - 0 . 5 2 2 7 5 0 £ - 0 4 0 . 1 0 9 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
0 . 0 . 0 . 3 2 2 7 5 0 E - 0 4 0 . 0 . 0 . 1 0 9 0 0 0 E - 0 1 0 . O. 
0 . 0 . - 0 . 4 5 5 1 8 5 E - 0 3 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 4 5 5 I 8 5 £ - 0 3 0 . 
- 0 . 1 7 0 1 4 1 E 39 0 . 3 3 3 3 3 3 E 09 0 . 2 7 9 6 4 2 E - 0 0 0 . 2 7 9 S 4 2 E - 0 0 0 . 3 1 7 4 6 0 E - 0 0 0 . 3 1 7 4 6 0 E - 0 0 O.lOOOOOt 01 0 . 3 4 7 9 B 9 E - 0 2 
0 . 3 4 T 9 8 9 E - 0 2 0 . 1 4 0 5 6 3 E - 0 2 0 . 1 4 0 5 6 3 t - 0 2 0 . 0 . 0 . 0 . 
ZONE 4 
0.333333E 09 0.279642E-00 0.279642F.-00 0.317460E-00 0.317460E-00 0.100000E 01 0. 347989£-02 0.347989E-02 
0.140563E-02 0.140563E-02 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 100000F 01 
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. -0.506220E-04 0.282000E-02 
0. 0. 0.506220L-04 0. 0_. 0.282000E-02 0. 0. 
0. 0. -0.456559E-03 0. 0. 0. 0.456559--03 O. 
-0.170141F. 39 0.333333E 09 0.333333E-09 0.33J333E-09 0.333333E-09 0.333333E-09 0. 0. 
r ' i U H L ' M 1 J/i 0 H L G A = 1 0 0 
ri..M>'t"! i 
•HASl ANGLE7 FOR CHANM-.L 1 i-A 5 T GHOUP 
- 5 6 . 5 4 6 6 ? - 5 7 . 6 3 5 * 7 - > 9 . 9 1 3 0 0 - 6 3 . 4 8 8 1 ) 6 - 6 / . 1 8 1 6 2 - 7 0 . 7 6 1 3 6 - 7 4 . 1 B 7 3 9 - 7 7 . 3 5 2 9 4 - 8 0 . 2 6 4 7 4 - 8 2 . V 2 4 8 0 
- 0 5 . 3 4 1 3 4 - ' 3 7 . 5 2 2 0 3 -H9.4fc>3 02 - J 1.1 6 560 - 9 2 . 5 6 8 2 4 - 9 3 . 5 3 9 6 4 - 9 3 . 6 2 - 3 4 5 - 9 ' . . 72467 - 9 3 . 8 2 4 5 1 - 9 3 . 9 2 6 9 3 
- 9 4 . 0 5 8 7 1 - 9 4 . 1 7 5 7 9 - 9 4 . 4 0 6 4 7 - 9 4 . 6 4 1 0 2 - 9 4 . 3 3061 - 9 4 . 9 3 9 3 6 
GAIN FOR CHANNEL 1 FAST Gi<OUP 
U . H ? ) - ; 01 0 . 1 9 0 2 E 01 0 . 1 8 4 6 F 01 0 . 1 7 5 8 E 01 0 . 1 6 7 0 E 01 0 . 1 5 8 4 F 01 0 . 1 5 0 0 " 01 0 . 1 4 17E 01 0 . 1 3 1 3 E 01 0 . 1 2 4 7 c 01 
0 . 1 1 5 3 6 01 0 . 1 0 6 3 L 01 0 . 9 6 1 3 F 00 0 . 8 4 9 1 E 00 0 . 7 2 2 1 E 00 0 . 5 7 3 1 E 00 0 . 2 8 2 9 F - 0 0 0 . 1 1 8 6 E - 0 0 0 . 5 0 0 8 E - 0 1 0 . 2 1 3 3 E - 0 1 
0 . 9 2 8 5 E - 0 2 0 . 4 3 9 1 E - 0 2 0 . 2 3 4 5 E - 0 2 0 . J 1 2 0 E - 0 2 0 . 4 9 3 7 E - 0 3 0 . 1 3 5 6 E - 0 3 
PHASE ANGLE FOR CHANNEL 1 THERMAL GROUP 
- 2 4 . 9 4 0 1 4 - 3 4 . 2 3 9 1 6 - 4 5 . 5 4 6 7 8 - 5 5 . 5 1 2 2 2 - 6 3 . 0 9 2 5 2 - 6 9 . 0 8 6 6 7 - 7 3 . 9 8 4 0 6 - 7 3 . 1 0 0 5 2 - 8 1 . 6 4 5 8 1 - 8 4 . 7 6 4 1 ? 
^ l 5 1 i 5 5907 - 9 0 . 10908 - 9 2 . 4 7 5 4 0 - 9 4 . 7 1 1 0 4 - 9 6 . 8 4 8 5 5 - 9 8 . 8 9 8 7 9 - 1 0 2 . 0 3 9 9 6 - 1 0 5 . 7 9 7 1 9 - 1 0 9 . 3 8 1 * 0 - U 2 . f B 9 2 7 
1 1 5 . 9 6 8 2 3 - 1 1 8 . 9 2 5 5 0 - 1 2 2 . 2 5 0 9 3 - 1 2 5 . 1 9 3 0 6 - 1 2 7 . 3 8 2 5 3 - 1 2 0 . 5 5 3 1 2 
J A I N FOR CHANNEL 1 THERMAL G"U)UP 
0 . 8 1 8 6 E 01 0 . 6 1 1 4 E 01 0 . 4 7 7 9 t 01 0 . 4 0 6 2 E 01 0 . 3 6 6 2 F 01 0 .33B9K 01 0 . 3 1 7 4 t 01 0 . 2 9 B 6 F 01 . 0 . 2 8 1 IE 01 0 . 2 6 4 3E 01 
0 . 2 4 7 t t £ 01 0 . 2 3 ] r ; E 01 0 . 2 139F. 01 0 . 2 0 1 0 E 01 0 . 1 8 7 6 E Ol 0.176..;C 01 0 . 1 6 6 3 h 01 0 . 1 1 5 3 E 01 0 . 1 0 5 2 M 01 0 . 7 8 5 9 E OO 
0 . 5 6 7 J C 00 0 . 3 6 9 3 P - 0 0 0 . 2 3 3 7 1 - 0 0 0 . 1 3 2 4 L - 0 0 0 . 6 6 6 7 C - 0 1 0 . 1 9 7 1 F - 0 1 
ON 
i-'kOHL=M J J8 OM£6A=100 
•.. T 0 £> 
THIS JOH C0MPL6TK0 
»>> ,^0GR»M SIZE LIMITS I/O •JUFFL < I Jii . THIS CCULD RE AN CCONOMIC 
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